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$5 to $7 drop

Energy surcharge
is set to decrease

The Rocky Horror Picture Show drew cheers, and unfortunately a few eggs, from howds in the MUB'~
Strafford Room Thursday night. (Jonat~an Blake photo)
:
;
.

Replacement cost estimated at $25,000

llorror fans damage screen
By Greg Flemming
screen it would really cut into the
budget."
Because of four eggs th·rown at
Throughout the three showings
the projection screen during the
show'rng of The Rocky Horror of the film, the audience became
· Picture . Show Thursday night, progressively worse. The 7 p.m.
show didn't sell out, and there was
MUSO may have to bu·y a new
the customary throwing of rice and
ser-een, costing $25,000.
toast.
·
According to Patrick Brennan,
The 9:30 p.m. show sold out its
Memorial Union Student
530 tickets and though the
Organization ( MlJSO) Films
midnight show didn't, the crowd
Chairperson, the damage costs
was "really wild,•· Brennan said,
exceeded any profit M USO might
with refuse "strewn all through the
have made.
"We d_id really well, and made · MUB.''
During the last few years, The
money," he said, "but that's before
Rocky Horror Picture Show has
the_ screen." "If we can't fix the

Student poll:

developed a national · cult
following and some fans are said to
have seen the movie 150 times.
Audiences have traditional ways
of responding to the scenes in the
movie. The movie begins with a
wedding scene, and viewers throw
rice at the screen and' people
around them.
·
During a rain scene, people in
the audience squirted wa·ter from
· bottles and squirt-guns, and when
one character is walking through a
dark forest, the audience held lit
cigarrette , lighters above tpeir
heads.
When another character calls
for a toast before dinner, viewers
throw toast. Eggs, how.e ver, are
· ROCKY iIORROR, page 13

By George Newton
The 1981 spring semester energy
surcharges have been reduced,
rather than increased as University
officials had projected the Student
Senate .announced Sunday night.
The energy surcharge is broken
down into two categories;
academic for the entire student
population and residential for
students living in dorms.
Residential students must also pay
the general academic surcharge.
The academic energy surcharge
may drop $5 to $7 from the $50 fall
semester's surcharge.
Dorm residents may save $8.40
with a drop in the energy surcharge
from $42.00 to $33.60.
The 4,800 on campus students
were charged $134 each for energy
during the fall semester. _
"The reduction came about
because of the temporary glut on
the oil market this summer and
·fall," said Allan Prince, vice
president 0f Financial Affairsand
Administration. "It suppressed the
price temporarily. A catastrophe
tomorrow could change that
situation,'· he said. "We're hoping
it won't."
"The energy surcharge pays for
just energy only,'' said Student
Senator Christy · Houpis,
chairperson of Financial Affairs
and· Administration. "If more
students conserve, there will be less
costs and the surcharge will go
down.''
According to Houpis, energy
costs were rising so rapidly the
University couldn't afford to pay
so they were taken out of the
biennial budget and dealt with
separately.
"I can see the reasoning of
pulling energy out of tuition, but
the trustees haven't publicized
why. It's OPEC, Houpis said. "'fhe
price of a barrel of oil has jumped

from $11 a barrel to $27. It's
projected to go up to $39 before the
end of the year."
Student Body President Bob
Coates said the energy surcharge
was supposed to be temporary but
it is now here to stay.
·
"The University budget doesn't
include enough money to cover
costs, " Coates said. "There will be
more projections in the spring. We
won 't know till June how much
money we (UNH) receive from the
legislature."
The toal projected energy
consumption for the Durham
campus this up coming year was
estimated at $4,291,715. This
figure, presented at the Student
Senate meeting, forecast the
campus's oil and electricity use.
The forecast, · presented by
senators Houpis and Liz
Nicholson, estimated the
University would use 61,900
barrels of no. 6 oil at the average
price of $32 a barrel for heating
purposes this winter. The set cost
of the oil of $1,980,800 could be
lessened by $76,800 through
student conservation, the solar
collectors on Parsons Hall, and the
start up of the Lamprey Regional
Solid Waste incinerator, senators
reported.
·
Electricity at 5.9 cents a kilowatt
hour would cost the · University
$2,137,775 for the coming year.
The University also uses no. 2
heating oil for auxiliary enterprises
like the bookstore , nd Physical
Plant Operation and Maintenance
(PPO&M).This cost was $250,000 but is
taken - out of respective
department's budgets. .
Senator Hou pis pointed out that
a fluctuation in the price of
electricity or oil would change the
pro_cess for estimating the energy
ENERGY, page 13

Anderson gets the votes,
Reagan gets the nod
Most of the 60 Ui\/ H stu~ents polled this weekend said they will
vote for Independent Presidential Candidate John 13. Anderson
today.
Bu_t the majority of them also said they thought Republican
candidate Ronald Reagan would win the election.
Forty percent of the on- and off- campus students polled on the
streets and by telephone this weekend said Anderson was their
choice.
Yct 53 percent told the two students, Nancy Haney and Lisa
Johnson, who conducted the poll for the UNH News Bureau, that
they expected Reagan to take the election.
Thirty percent of the ~tudents said they will vote for Reagan
today and 20 percent said they would re-elect President Jimmy
Carter.
But 45 p~rcent of those polled randomly said Carter would win
today and five percent said thev did not know.
An~ about 10 pe_rcent _of t~e stud_ents _asked said they were
undecided about their pres1dent1al choice or they just did not plan
to vote.
W~en asked what the major campaign issues were during
E_Ie~t1on 1980, 28 st~dents ~aid the economy and the rest were
d1:~1ded between foreign_ affairs and energy.
The students who said they would vote for Jimmy Carter said
they W?,uld do so _because they didn't want an actor in the White
ffouse, Haney said .
.. _"T~_e older students also_ o_ptc~ more often for Anderson," Haney
~c11d . And most of thos_e living in apart~ents complained of prices
~nd the econo~y but said there was nothing the President could do
1t \\'as left mainly to Congress ...
RACHEL GAGNE

Lineman Joe Lacasse spends some time with a few young fans after Saturday's game. (Art lllman photo)
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ATO house caretaker
reports two break-ins

Sanborn ••
'Open ear'

By Jeff Tyler
The former ATO house on Main
Street has been broken into twice
since September 19.

for UNH
By Cheryl Rock
_
J. Gregg Sanborn leaned back in
his wooden desk chair with
movable wheels, folded his hands
on his stomach and talked about
his perceptions of UN H and its
students.
"We have a high quality of
students here at UNH," Sanborn
stated. "We have a large number of
out-of-state students and an
outstanding number of in-state
students. We need to have more
international stuc.tents, onngmg
with them a variety of cultures."
Sanborn, acting vice president
of Student Affairs, has worked at
UN H since 1971. Formerly the
Director of the Memorial Union
Building (MUB) and Student
Activities Office, Sanborn began .
his new position last July and will
continue until at least June 30,
1981.
"President Handler has not
decided the future of my position ·:
at the end of the fiscal year. If I do
not continue to assume my vice
president position I am guaranteed
my old administrative . position
back," Sanborn said but added, "if
I take it or not is another matter."
Sanborn graduated from UNH
with a B.A. degree in Zoology and
plans to go to Medical . School.
Instead, he spent six years in the
Air Force and married before
returning to the University as an
administrator and to earn his
Masters degree in Personnel and
Counseling.
In 1971, Sanborn was the

News

Although th.e exact times of the
~~reak-ins are not known, both arre
thought to have occurred on the
weekend before last when the
caretaker, David Pencoast, was
awav.

UNH graduate J. Gregg Sanborn is the acting vice-president of
Student Affairs. (Ned Finkel photo)
administrative assistant of Health
Services and in 1973 · he became
assistant vice president of Student
Affairs. He took over as director of
the MUB and Student Activities
Office in July 1976.
In his present position, Sanborn
is responsible for the leadership,
management, and planning for the
Student Affairs Division, which
includes various University offices
such as The Dean of Students
. Office, The Office of Residential
. Life, Counseling and Testing
. Center, Career Planning and
Placement, Health Services, The ·
Financial Aid Office, The Office of.
Student Activities, and
Handicapped Student Services.
He is also executive secretary to
the Parents' Association.
"In addition to handling the
management and supervising the
departments," Sanborn said, "I
also set policies for the division as a
whole."
His associates, for the most part,

•
Ill

Brief

regard Sanborn as an energetic
and strong administrator with an
open ear to problems and the
ability to help solve them.
"I like him very much," said
Edward Doherty, director of
Career Planning and Placement.
'"He is a capable administrator,
extremely helpful, and has the
ability to handle small details well,
while working on larger issues. He
is good for the job and I'd like to
see him hold onto it."
SANBORN, page 16

New senators approved

"It's really hard to say who it
was," Pencoast said. "It could have
been anybody. I haven't been
approached by any ATO members
recently."
Pencoast noted it was easy to
break into the house because the
window panes are weak.
"If somebody really wants to
break-in," Pencoast said, "they
won't have any problem."
The ATO house was closed early

Repairs on the house, roughly
estimated to amount betwet>n
$75,000 and $100,000, are set to
begin sometime this spring.
W orl<-study stuc.tents will tear
out the walls before the repairs by
contractors begin.
Phil Kearns, president of
Galmma Theta, an ATO alumni
organization, hopes that a
contractor will be chosen and the
proposed lease to UN H will be
settled within the next month and a
half.
Pencoast does minor repairs as
well as watching the house. So far
he has completed about $150
worth of repairs, mostly replacing
windows. ·
As a fraternity ATO will be
recolonized at UN H in two or
three years but .will not npr<>~----:, •.
occupy the same building . . ___
Liamma Theta corporation does
not plan to sell the house to
someone else.
0

_

Wind power project to help NH
By Paula Tracy
Two UNH students and faculty
members are working on a project
that could bring wind power as an
alternate source of energy to New
Hampshire.
Electricc:tl Engineering students
John Nettleton and Peter
Hodgkins are computer analyzing
data received from eight mountain
peaks in New Hampshire to

. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- determine
if wind
there of
is
sufficient for
the vel-ocity
placements
wind mills.
UNH is collecting data from
Dixville, Dalton, Wildcat, Little
Attitash, Cardigan, Moose Mt.,
Don't forget to vote!
Greenfield and Cannon
Check your ~ity or to_wn h_all and local newspapers for the exact
Mountains.
hours and pollmg locations m your community. If you are in line
"The project started when we
whe~ the polls close, you may still vote.
were given a grant from the Navy
Give your na~e an? _address as you enter. Sample ballots are
to put data loggers on the eight
p~sted and election officials are required to help you. You have five
mountains," said Nettleton, a
mmutes to complete yo~r voting i( others are waiting.
graduate student.
You may V?te for cand1d~tes of different parties.You may vote for
all of the offices and questions or as few as you wish.
Data loggers are towers which
provide information on wind
speed and direction. The Navy's

-Vote today

Motives for the break-ins are
not known as the house is totally
empty except for a fe~ large
apppliances in t?e kitchen.
Consequently, nothmg has been
stolen. _
When the house first closed,
A TO members entered the houf,e
to look tor their possessions,
Pencoast feels that they probagly
had nothing to do with the breakins.

last September by the natinal A TO
corporation for several reasons
including the failure of A TO
brothers to represent A TO as a
"quality organization" and
"dubious scholarship among
house members."

UN H student Nettleton said
interest in this project is that they
other company interest is possible
want to track wind patterns
"if it became widespread enough.
through N.H.
Gordon Kraft, UNH assistant It'd bring down everyone's bills.
electrical engineering professor, N. H. has some of the stongest
thought the data UN H collects winds in the U.S. We think wind
benefit private companies can be a viable source of -alternate
energy in N.H."
interested in building windmills.
"Good winds for a windmill are
U.S. Windpower, a privately
between 16-20 miles an hour,"said
owned windmill company based in
. Hodgkins, a UN H senior. Most of
Burlington Mass. is working out these sights have this type of wind
final details of an agreement with and could be good spots for mills.
Crotched Mountain RehabiliThe owners of Attitash Ski area,
tation Center to erect 20 windmills
one of UNH's data sites, are
on the center owned mountain.
planning to build a mill on their
Crotched Mountain owns the
mountain to power the ski lifts.
UN H Greenfield sight.
The excess will also be sold ·to· the
Public Service Company of N.H.
U.S. windpo\1/er plans to sell
N~ttleton and Hodgkins are
energy generated by the mills to the ,
makmg a movie for interested
Public Service Company of N.H.
companies. kThe movie shows
"Crotched Mountain is a good
potential power site because it's various mountains o·n a vector.
1 easily
accesible and has good The velocity of the wind is color
winds," said Gerard Pre gent, UN H coded to tell which are better sights
geography research scientist, who for windmills.
WIND, page four
is also working on the project.

Michael Magnusen of Sawyer, and Jon Cohen of Stoke were
approved as new senators by the Academic Senate during its meeting
on Sunday.
In his acceptance speech Magnusen said he wanted to be a senator
because he was "tired of seeing all kinds of brainless twits getting
from Sawyer."
•
·
The senate also resolved to recommend to the Student Affairs
Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees to include the Student
Activity Fee on the 1981-82 Academic year tuition bills as it has been
since 1935 .

. Preregistration begins
Preregistration forms and Time and Room Schedules will be
available at the Registrar's office in Thompson Hall beginning
tomorrow.
Preregistration will be held tomorrow through Wednesday,
November 19.

The weather
There will ,be scattered showers today ·with high temperatures of
55-60 degrees.
Rain will continue tonight with low temperatures of 38-43
degrees.
·
Tomorrow there is a chance of showers early with partial clearing
in the afternoon. highs in the 40's.
Winds will be 15-25 miles oer hour on Tuesday.
Precipitation probabilities are 50 percent today and tonight.
Thursday and Friday should be fair with a chance of showers on
Saturday. Temperatures will range in teh 30's and 40's during the day
and the 20's at night.

Women's Rugby player Chris Scott lunges for the ball just out of her reach as her teammates, left to right,
Marianne Mahar, Julie Prindiville, Ann Marie Boudreau, Joan Mealey and Chris Champa, run towards the
center of the action. (Leslie Ring Nichols photo) (See related story on page four.)
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weekend
succeeds
By Jeff Tyler
''It was a super--in ·capital
letters!" said Barbara Smart, vicep resident of the Parents
Association , ~bout Parents'
Weekend. "I thought it was just
great, the best we've ever_had."
Approximately 550 families
participated in the Parents'
Weekend activities which be-g an at
8 a.m. Friday and ended at 8:30
p.m. Saturday.
According to Renee Romano,
acting assistant director for
student activities, the weekend was
the most successful that UNH has
held in recent years.
Last year was the first time in a
few years that Parents' Weekend
was concentrated into one
weekend instead of spreading it By Tim Oilchey
Students feel the Collegiate
over several.
Association for the Research of
Romano attributed a large part ,Principles (CARP) should not be
. - of the success to the fact that many recognized as a student
more students got involved with it. organization according to
"Parents don't want to hear
prelin:iinary results of the Student
aboout the University from the Sena!e sponsored survey of
students directly."
student attitudes toward CARP.
Virginia Griewank, executive
Final results of the survey will be
secretary of the Parents
released later this week said Steven
Association , said that the weekend
Bloom, speaker for the Student
was a "great, great delight" and
Senate.
attributed its success to the efforts
Seventy-seven percent of
of Renee Romano as well as to the
students
surveyed said that CARP
student participation.
should not be granted student
Some highlights of the weekend
organization status, according to
were President Handler's speech,
Steven Bloom.
1t which more than 400 people
"Basically we found that
attended, a tour of the campus
students in general have negative
opinions of CARP, but not a
PARENTS, page five

By Chet Patterson

Housing for international
students at UNH should be moved
to a more central location,
according to a report submitted to
the members of the International
Task Force, a University group
investigating UN H's foreign
student programs.
"Something like Smith Hall
would be ideal," said Judith
Rober(s, co-editor of the report
and a member of the International
Womens Group, which submitted
the report last week to
· representatives of every University
department.;
The International Womens
.Group is a non-profit organization
of approximately 40· members, not
knowle.dgeable negative opinion," said.
directly affiliated with the
Bloom said.
The survey will not affect the
University system, that works with
Most students indicated that decision of the Student
and for UN H's foreign students. ·
The New Hampshire was their Organization Committee (SOC) to
"We're just people that care,"
main informational source with deny CAR P's request to be
Roberts said .
. respect to CARP practices and granted student organization
In addition to suggesting that
objectives, according to Bloom.
status.
·
the International House location
Bloom said that the quantity
The
SOC
said
CARP
did
not
be altered, the report recommenand complexity of the survey data
meet basic organization
ded
the number of foreign
has delayed final results.
students admitted to UNH be
Bloom also said the Senate requirements and could not be
doubled. There are approximately
requested a new method for admitted as an organization until
150 foreign students at UNH
analyzing the data because the they did.
currently.
original method tried to take into
Two of CAR P's three executive
The International Women's
account too man·y variables.
officers are not full-time students
Group report alsq suggested that
Under the new system, data will at UN H. SOC guidelines require
"unless financial aid is made
be analyzed with respect to the sex, ~ that organizations requesting
available to selected foreign
class standing, and resident status groups status have two full time
students on a broader basis than is
of th_e respondent, Bloom said.
degree candidates for officers and
Fifty-one percent of the 538 membership must be comprised of . the current practice, our UN H
foreign community will be limited
students surveyed were women , no less than 75 percent full-time
and 49 percent were men, Bloom students.
HOUSING, page eight

Students say 'no' to CARP

Addiction
By Laura Flynn
Yesterday Luke got out of jail.
Heather stole an outkey to the
insane asylum she is in and began
planning her escape.
Steve Hardy was unanimously
elected to stay on as Chief of Staff.
And in the Seacoast Lounge of
the MU B, one student claimed that
General Hospital was "boring
today".
·
The lounge is filled to capacity
from 3-4 p.m~every weekday when
General Hospital airs. The show is

•

lS

the most coinmon aisease at this hospital

virtually guaranteed to be on the coach. The other 50 or so students
television screen in the room at sat on the radiators, the bottom
shelf of the bookshelves, the edge
that time.
"I know some people who of the fireplace, and there wasn't
schedule their classes around it," an empty spot on the floor.
fhe ratio of the audience was
said Kathy Epler, who has watched
the show for three years. "I've about four female observers to
never gone that far, but I'll skip a every male yesterday.
, The popularity of the show is
class for it once in a while if I know
something really good is going to not limited to UNH. It is a range
nationwide. Luke and Laura, the
happen."
Epler was lucky. She had gotten show's two main characters, have
to the MU B early enough made the . cover of People and TV
yesterday to get a prime spot on the · Guide over the last few months,

becoming the first daytime drama
3 p.m. on weekdays and 34 p.m. is
characters to make coverage- in
one of their busiest h9urs. ·
national magazines other than
"It could be just because there
T. V. magazines.
aren't as many classes scheduled at
"It's definately the most popular . that time," noted junior Debbie
soap opera on T.V.," said
Lukascko who works at the MU B
freshman Aimee Comings who
store three days a week.
,
·
works as ·a receptionist at the
University Information desk
"But we do get a lot of people
adjacent to the Seacoat Lounge.
coming
here during the
commercials of General Hospital
"The lounge is definitely the
who buy snacks like penny candy,
most crowded from 3-4 on
soda
and potato chips," she said.
Mondays through Thursdays,"
"And it does get pretty busy
Comings said. "Fridays it's not
quite as bad because I guess a lot of around 3 o'clock."
students go home."
Junior Dudley David began
Comings said that students get watching the show two years ago
involved in the show and she hears because he "ate lunch around that
them yell otit comments to the time".
television screen.
"But General Hospital fans are
"Usually, people are always like Star Trekkies and Dead
saying what a 'bitch' Laura is," she -Heads," he said. "They just get
noted.
hooked."

in

Yesterday the audience grew
frustrated when some power
interference caused the set to blur
and the picture and sound to grow
fuzzyl.
"Oh, who's running a · hair
dryer?" one student shouted.
"Oh, come on!" students yelled
in turn.
"I've been watching General
Hospital since I was 11 years old,"
said 19-year-old junior Beverly
Frank. "It's the suspense that I
like. It just goes on and on and on."
Frank went on to say that her
favorite character was private
investigator Joe Kelly.
·•1 like him because he's not a
doctor," she said.

Another full house of General Hospital fans in the Seacost Lounge of the MUB. (Ned Finkel photo)

Employees in the Cat's Closet
report that their s~les go up aroun~ •

"It's addicting," said Senior
Linda MacKenzie who has
watched the show for eight years.
"It's not a real~y high priority in my
day, but if I ever have time to _
watch it, I will."
"I watch it five days a week,"
said junior Nancy Marrapese. "I
started watching it when I was 12 ·
or 13 years old because my mother
used to watch it. Now it breaks up
the monotony of the day. It makes
you think about someone else
rather than your. own problems."
At five minutes to four
yesterday, the regular fans filed out
of the Seacoast Lounge as if they
were leaving Sunday mass, talking
aobut the dav's occurances on the
show.
•
At 4

p.m. the lounge was empty.
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A women's rugby player- not just another muddy face
Oysters 25¢
Clams 20¢

OYSTER
BAR 10,278 on file -

Send $1.00 (refundable) for your up-to-date,
340 page, mail order catalog.
\

Wednosday thru Friday
. 4:30 - 6:30 PM

We also provide researcn - all ff e1e1s.
Thesis and dissertation assistance available.

Wildw

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 Idaho Ave., #206F
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8226 or 477-8227

a

Happy hour
Iii
prices, free
§W
hors d'oeuvres
· ~,,.,
Live entertainment

all subjects

d

lounge

at the new england center
Jttaff01d awnucz, durham, n. . (60J) 86z-za1s

Presents

By Paula Tracy
"That's not a girl! That's a
Rugby Pia yer."
Such was the response of a
recent male UNH student when a
member of the women's Rugby
team walked by.
The UNH women's Rugby team
has set a tough act to follow not
only on the streets of Durham, but
· in their undefeated intercollegiate
title.
With a record of 5-0, the UNH
club has played and prevailed over
other women's teams including
Smith, Holy Cross, UConn and
U Maine this year.
The women's game of Rugby
retains the same rules used by men
which include running, passing
and tackling.

Most women on the team
however, are not built to be
tackled.
"An average weight of 130 lbs. is
about the average on the team"
said Joan Mealey, Captain of the
team.
Women's Rugby originated at
UNH three years ago. "It began
very slowly, with practices in
empty parking lots and parties
after the game in baseball field
dugouts ," Meal y said.
Now the UNH women ride to
away games in Coach service.
provided by the University.
"One of the reasons we a re so
good this year is because there is a
lot more experience now . Some of
us are back for our third sea son: ·
Mealey said .
Although the team does not get
much pres s co v erage, the
compensate in their verbal rituals
at Scorpio's Pub, a favorite of the
team.
It is not unusual to see 20 women
covered in mud dance into the pub
, and begin singing songs - a
tradition to the sport . The songs
range in crudeness. depending on
the amount of beer consumed .. .
another tradition to the sport.
"The game has two parts - the
game, and the party after," Mealey
said.
Mealey attributes the success of
the team to its social aspects.
"People like to play Rugby
because its not as time consuming
as an intercollegiate sport. We
practice only thre times a week.''
.. you get to meet not only other
UN H students but other school's
teams, and see alot of other
campuses,·· said Colleen Kendall
reflecting on her first semester on
the team.
Kendall who has not played an
intercollegiate sport before said
that Rugby was easy for her to
learn.
·
"The rules are simple and you
play it almost like one would play
soccer,'' Kendall said.
Club Sports Coordinator Judy
Heller commented about the
sports popularity.
"Women's Rugby is one of the
largest clubs on campus," she said.
"Theree is a certain kind of appeal
to the sport because of the social
aspects.'· She believes that there is
a novelty in women playing this
type of physical sport. She also
believes there is a certain close
com~radery in the sport.
The team plays its last game
Saturday at Plymouth State
College. There will be a team
forming again in the spring.
"Preseason practice will start in
late February." Mealey said.

Wind
continued from page two

Mary McCaslin

and

Jim Qin8er

Nov·.--9th 8 ·P.M. GRANITE STATE ROOM
Tickets: $5.50 Students
$].00 Geµeral
ON_SALE NOW

Green lights would go on to
signify if a spot was appropriate
for a windmill site. Red lights
would signify the wind was
insuffi1:ient for windmills.
The project will continue unt1 i
thi: ~.:ny stops funding it.
.. Alrel:tdy we're ha\'ing troubh:
\\1th !urn.Jin~. we don't kno\\ it
\~-:'li g-:t :nymorc. Thcr;.· :,
hov.ncr. a pos:-.ibility th.it ,r.:...: i,,!

int1:r1:st groups or a U.S. grant \rill
fund it in thc iuturc. · :-.uid
'.\~ttlc:ton.
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Long in charge of semester at sea
By Matt Beebe
A map on the wall behind
History Professor David Long's
desk tracks routes and places he
has seen on six continents.
"This trip will fill in some of the
other places," he said.
The trip that Long is talking
ab~ut is Semester at Sea, a lO0-day
cruise that offers world wide travel
and college credit at the same time.
Next semester, aboard the
vessel S.S. Universe, over 500 .
:.tudents and faculty members will
visit such countries as Brazil,
Kenya, China, and Japan. Classes
are held six days a week when at
sea, but when the ship is in port,
travel becomes the theme.
.. The whole program is so
interesting," said Terry Murphy, a
senior geology major who was on
last year's cruise. •you are seeing
it," he said, .. It's not like they're
teaching, it's like you are
discussing."
According to Murphy, who
represents Semester at Sea at
· UNH, there are already 15 or 16
students from UNH who plan to be
on board the spring cruise.
Professor Long is a member of
the spring voyage's faculty, which
was chosen from candidates
around the world. Ev~ry faculty

Parents

· member on board hoJas a Ph.D.
"It's as ·intense a ·learning
experience as there can be," Long
said. ..There are more interpersonal relationships because
you're actually living with the
students."
The cost for the semester varies
between $6400 and $6895,

~---------~----------Cat Nip Pub

MEN'S HOCKEY: Pro seQson s~me . vi: . St. Am:elm\:

TUESDAY

.

IS

PIZZA NITE
$1.00

continued from page 3
following a film about UNH, and
the "songfest" held at 8 p.m.
Saturday night in Johnson Theater
which was -packed with 721 people.
Parents' Weekend is organized
primarily by the Student Activities
office in conjunction with the
Parents' Weekend Planning
Committee, composed of students,
staff. and parents, and the Parents'
Association.
The total money spent on the
weekend was about $1,500 which
came from the student activities
office.

depending on room accomodations. That price includes room,
board, classes up to fifteen credits
and transportation costs.
Financial aid is available but
hard to come by, according to
Peter Nunes, another UN H
representative, and veteran of the
voyage.

TUESDAY, November 4
NATIONAL ELECTION--No Exams May Be Given.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Greek Art. Margot Clark,
the Arts. Room 303, James Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
ART TALK: Ron Sachs, paint expert and restorer. Sponsored by
the Department oi the Arts. Room A2l8/219, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 12:30-2 p.m.
RETURNING , STUDENT LUNCHTIME SERIES: Time
Management: Work Smarter, Not Harder. Len lamberti, Program
Director Special Services Program. Sullivan Room, Memorial
Union,12:30-2 p.m. for further information and participation in
other programs, call Cynthia Shar, 862-2090.
SPACE SCIENCE SEMINAR: Pi2 Pulsations and s ·u bstorms. J.
Huges, Boston University, Department of Astronomy. Room 303,
DeMeritt Hall, 1-2 p.m.
ART GALLERIES RECEPTION: New exhibits: Carter Gallery-Mauricio Lasansky, The Kaddish Series and other prints; Scudder
Gallery--Faculty Review. Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center, 5-7
p.m. Gallery hours: Monday-Thursday. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday, 1-5 p.m. Closed Fridays and University holidays. Exhibit
continues through December IO. Everyone welcome to attend
opening reception.

off ALL Pizzas

and NEW at The Cat Nip
Thursday
is
CIIILI NITE
Entertainment Wed.-Sat.
9:00-Closing

---------------------~

_N ow through December 31, 1980
· We will discount all books
(paperbacks, hardbacks, childrens)
10%

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is .published and distributed semi- ·
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room I5 t ·
of.the Memorial Ui:iion Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday and Friday 10 AM_-2PM, Tuesday and Thursday 122 PM, Wednesd_ay 11-2 PM. Academic year subscription: $13.00. Third
class postage paid at Durham; NH 03824. Advertisers should check their
· ads the fir.st day. The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for
· ~ypogr~ph1c-cll or other errors, ~ut will reprint that part of an advertisement
in · which a typographical e_rrof appears, if notified immediate·ly.
POSTMASTER: send address ~hang.es to The New Hampshire, J51 MU B,
UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. M,000 copies per issue printed at Courier

·Publishing Co:, Rochester N.H. _. · -

PLUS
NOW THROUGH SUNDAY NOV.9
20% OFF 1981
CALENDARS
(GREAT SELECTION)
an inflation-fighting idea from the

BOOK LOFT AT TOWN & CAMPUS
Open 7 days a week-VISA/MASTERCARD

Snively

Arena, 7 p.m. Admission: adults $2.50; students $1.50.
CELEBRITY SERIES: The Nikolais Dance Theatre ... When you
see a performance by the-- Nikolais Dance Theater, you see a new
world." Dazzling dance. Magical fusion of light, sound, and color.
· Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. UNH students
and senior citizens $6.50 in advance; general admission $8.50.
WEDNESDAY, November 5
PREREGISTRATION FOR SPRING SEMESTER, 1980-81, .
BEGINS·. CONTINUES THROUGH WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 19.
WEDNESDAY-AT-NOON SERIES: Get a Head Start on your
Career, Participate in the Field Experience. Robert Mccaffery,
DCE Field Experience Coordinator. Durham Room, Memorial
Union, 12-1 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: Brouhaha in the Basin:
Geologic History of Boston Basin. Dr. Dick Naylor, Northeastern
University, Department of Geology. Room 119, James Hall, 4-5
p.m . .
NIKOLAIS LECTURE/ DEMONSTRATION: A demonstration
of Nikolais te~hnique. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center,
4:30 p.m. Open to public.
COUNSELING CENTER WORKSHOP: Coming Out to Your
Parents. Jo Ellen Yale. Counseling and Testing Center. Schofield
House, 7 p.m.
AN EVENING WITH PRESIDENT HANDLER: A discussion of
her ideas followed by open discussion and refreshments. Strafford
Room , Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES: The Nikolais Dance Theatre. Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. UNH students and
senior citizens $6.50 in advance; general admission $8.50.
THURSDAY, November 6
MASSAGE WORKSHOP: Bring sleeping bags, oil (no baby oil),
towels, wear bathing suits under clothing. Sponsored by
TOSNOM. Fencing Room , New Hampshire Hall, 7 p.m.
Admission 50t
- M USO FILM SERIES: "Woyteck." Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with music for dancing. 8 p.m. jQ~ cover
charge.
FRIDAY. ~ovember 7
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. UToronto, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Season
tickets or, if available, $3 general admission and $4 reserved seats.
BATTLE OF THE BANDS: The first New Hampshire Battle of the
Bands, featuring eight New Hampshire bands vying for prizes worth
over $2,000. Sponsored by WUN H/ MUSO. Pub, Memorial
Union, 7 p.m. Admission $2: WUNH will broadcast live.
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ACADEMIC
STUDY IN MEXICO PROGRAM: , ·Meeting of
applicants for the official program for Semester II.
Sponsored by AMLL. Thursday, November 6, Room
209, Murkland, I p.m. Contact F.W. Forbes, 862-1218.
HORSEMANSHIP PREREGISTRATION: Animal
Science 402. All students must register on this date.
Permission is required. Friday, November 7, Light Horse
Classroom (adjacent to stables), 8 a.m. Questions, call
Mrs. Briggs 862-1171.

WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Thursday,
November 6, Room 134, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Friday, November 7:
Traveler, Futuristic Role Playing; Saturday, November
8, Open Gaming. Both Carroll-Belknap Room,
Memorial Union, 6 p.m.-closing.

with 14.7%. increase

COMPUTER SERVICES

By Peter Lewis

For registration or information on any of the courses
listed below, please call 862-3527.

CAREER
WSBE FIELD EXPERIENCE: Find academically
related jobs. Earn field experience credit. Sponsored by
DCE Field Experience Program. Thursday, November
6, Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 1-2 p.m.

INTERMEDIATE SOS: Two-session course is for
people who have prior knowledge of the SOS text editor.
Wednesday and Friday, November 5 and 7, Stoke
Cl_u ster, 8-IO a.m.

COUNSELING CENTER WORKSHOPS
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT
WORKSHOP: Finding a Job. Wednesday, November 5,
Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, 2: l0-4 p.m._

INFORMAL SUPPORT GROUPS: For returning
students; mutual support and encouragement for
nontrnditional students. Meet monthly at various
locations. To sign up, call Cynthia Shar, Counseling and
Testing Center, Schofield House, 862-2090.

CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Staff
counselors- provide information. on Career Planning and
Placement for students. Thursday, November 6,
Balcony, Memorial Union, 1-4 p.m.
·

GENERAL

INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Students
learn how they come across during on-campus
interviews. Thursday afternoons, November 6-MaY, 7,
Career Planning and Placement Service, Room 203,
HUC1<1Iesl0n Hall, 2:J0-4:J0 p.m.

EFFECTS OF ACID RAIN DISCUSSION: Discussion
of Dr. Norton's talk on·'Effectsof Acid Rain on Soils"led
by Robert Harter and Nobel Peterson of INER.
Sponsored bv INER Th11rwhly, NQvember6 , Room.'.?11,
James Hall, 4: 10 p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

BEYOND PHOTOGRAPHIC VISION : · A look at
refocusing the person behind the camera, with a slide
presentation. Sponsored by Society for Wholistic Living.
Tuesday, November 4, Room 20 I, Social Science Center,
7:30 p.m.

IVCF INTERNATIONAL STUDENT DINNER:
Replacing regular Friday meeting. For international
students;·IVCF members encouraged to join in outreach.
Contact a leader if you plan to attend. Friday, November
7 International House, 5:30 p.m. Other activities: Book
t~ble Tuesday and Wednesday, 11-2, MUB; daily prayer
meetings, Monday-Thursday, Room 320, MUB; s~all
group Bible studies (check at book table or Fnday
meeting); office hours, Thursday 4-5, Friday 11-12,
Room 146, MUB.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING MEETING:
Wednesday, November 5, Room 125, Hamilton-Smith,
7:30 p.m.

' Bill provides Gl's

SOLAR ENERGY LECTURE: Solar Energy in New
Hampshire. · Basic information on New Hampshire's
renewable energy resources, with a slide show.
Sponsored by Solar Energy Coalition. Wednesday,
November 5, Forum Room, Dimond Library, 7:30 p.m.
STMN: Tuesday, November 4, "Drugs· That Effect the -.
Mind / Darvl Hall and John 0 :•tes Concert," (90 min);
Wt:dnesday, November 5, "Cry w olt, '"(60 min). Seacoast
Lounge, Memorial Uni~n, 9 p.m.

UNH students -eligible for GI
benefits will have a five percent
increase on their November I st
check because of a new federal bill.
The Veterans Administration
(V.A.) Bill, which went into effect
this month will also provide an
additional 4.7 percent pay increase
beginning January, 1981.
On Jan. 28, 1980 the .. Veterans
,Administration Budget Bill" was
brought before the house. The bill
proposed a I~ percent GI
educational increase to _help
veterans cope with the rising-costs
of education. The aforementioned
increases were the only increases
approved.
.
Since January I, 1976 the
military has put two dollars to
every one doUar put in by the
serviceman towards their
education. The Veteran's
Educational Assistance Program
(VEAP) has saved the government
money and serious veterans have
invested $75 of their own monthly
salaries towards theri ducation
while on active duty.
According to a recent article in
The Washington Post, .. Congress
increased · veterans ' educational
benefits- as a means of attracting
recruits into the alt volunteer
armed services."
"By November I, 1980 all New
Hampshire veterans should be
paid to date," said Earl Hill of the

~retty and Practical too!
:Fluffy
Warm

Sure-Grip
.Traction
Soles

Pile
Lining

American
Made
MANY ADDITIONAL STYLES AVAILABLE

November 4-11
Building Hours, Veterans Day, Nov. 11
·1:30 a.m. -midnight
·cafsCloset: noon-11 p.rri.
· .,.'GamesArea: 1:30-10:30p.m.
✓ Information Center: 7:30 a.m. -midnight

Cafeteria .

s500 to s1500 on Each Pair
-.
Save
•
OPEN NITES 'TIL 9
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-9 Sat."·9-5:30

RED'S
Broadway

WE'RE KNOWN
FOR VALUE!

DOVER

✓ Night Grlll Special: Hot dog, fries,

can of soda- S1.
✓ Sandwiches and grinders made to order.
✓ Fasttake out service.

Catering
✓ Interested In having your event catered?
✓ Call for our Menu11anners- 862-2428.

·Pub
✓ Thurs&Sun:

Bean, Newles • Oldies
Fri &Sat: 8 bands competing In the Battle of
the Bands. Broadcast llve over WUNH.
JNextWeekend: The Daughters
(New Wave Band)

✓

Pistachio's
✓ Located on level 2, near Granite State Room
./. Cones40¢;Sundaes 75¢
·
.J Assorted pastry & yogurt

Ticket Office

. ✓NlkolalsDanceTheatre, 11/4-5

YOUNG'S

Vietnam Veterans Center. Hill is a
disabled veteran going to New
Hampshir"e College studying
business.
He said that the new bill gives
veterans with 50 percent disability
a 17 percent pay increase and
veterans with 30-40 percent
disability a 13 percent increase.
''Due to the lack ofappropriated
congressional funds the Veterans
Administration of New Hampshire had to withhold the checks
until after the end of the fiscal
year," said Henry Grishman,
director of Veterans Administration in New Hampshire. Grishman
noted that many veterans received
their checks a few days lat~ this
year.
The Federnl fisc::il year ended

September 30, 1980. From
September 2, 1980 to September
23, 1980 the government did not
distribute checks.
Grishman said part of the
problem was that the .. V. A. budget
bill and the abortion bill
bottlenecked in the 'house' and
neither were pas-sed on time."
The educational payments law of
chapter 34 states that "if the
veteran is eligble, the payment
must be made accurately and
timely."
The late checks caused many
veterans to postpone first of the
month payments. Katherine
Mitchell , UNH Veteran's
Representative said "some of the
checks may have been late but
there were no major problems with
the vets here at the University ~f
New Hampshire."
Tom Watson, from Manchester's Veteran's Administration
office said "we didn't have the
money so we couldn't send the
checks until the supplemental
budget came through.,.

OUTREAtH
COUNSELING
SERUJCES
A pri,•ate prvfe.uivnal agency
o_//t!ring .H'JTice.\· for men
and 11·0111en in 1ransi1ivn

Marriage/Relationships
Families
Career Decisions
Sexual issues
Divorces
Hypnosis
Stress Management
20_ Madbury Rd. Durham

J..--_868-1241 _

·CHECK OUT OUR
WEEKLY SPECIALS

.· ·Amity

LUNCIIEON:
Broiler Specials
Everyday

ALSO:
20% OFF ON ALL MENU
ITEMS 2 to 7 DAILY
(Except specials
-& snacks)
MAIN STREET, DURHAM
DAILY HOU RS 6:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.

Call for Amity's free brochµre
on the exam of interest to
you:

800-243-4767

• .J'
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Department of the Arts
ANNOUNCES

PRE-REGISTRATION

"·

FOR

Q

The UNH Community
is cordially invited

~

~

e
Q

Spring Semester
Thursday Nov. 13

to

~

•
"'C1
{12

.. =
~ ,s=
.. ..:=....
.r.. .............=
=
~

Q

ABT MAJORS 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Room A 201 PCAC (Art D~pt. Office)
You must bring your signed
pre-registration form.
NON-ART MAJORS: 7:00-9:00 p.m.

{12
{12

~

Q

Room A:118/210, PrAC

Q.)

~

Students can only register for one person

"An Evening with President Handler"
Wednesday, November 5th_
8p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB

~

e
Q
Q

1

-~

NOTE: You do not have to pre-regis!er with
the Art Department for courses /zsted
under art history in the. catalog

·

A time to listen, ask questions, and
enjoy refreshments with our new president
in an informal but informative manner.

~

;.

~

PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTION TO
THE ART DEPARTMENT A201, PCAC
Tel. 862-2190

NOV. 4 THAU NOV. 8
SUPER VARIETY STORE
Sponsored by the
UNH Mortar Board Honor Society

Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-5

Mill Rd. Shopping Center
Durham, N .H.

SALE
MAKE WEEKLY.PAYMENTS

LAY-A-WAY

NO MONEY DOWN -

FOR UNDECLARED LIBERAL
ARTS STUDENTS
Pre-Registration for Semester II, 1980/81:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*

*

*

*

* * *

*

* *

All Pre-Registration materials including the Time and Room Schedule, the
*
Computer Course Request Form, and the special L. A. Undeclared Packet will be
handed out to Liberal Arts Undeclared Students at the Advising Center, Room 111:
in Mllrkland Hall beginning Tuesday, ~ovember 4th.

* *

* * * * * * * * * * * *

*

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

MANDATORY PRE-REGISTRATION MEETINGS
FOR ALL FRESHMEN AND NEW TRANSFER STUDENTS

*
*

Fun game for little boys and girls who
can't read or count yet. Players move
with colorful gingerbread men. Ages 48, 2-4 players.

3.77

Thursday,

11/6

Friday, 11/7

--

GAME OF LIFE

Try to sink all enemy ships by calling
out suspected hiding areas and keeping track ,o f hits and misses. Ages 8adult, 2 players.

Spin the wheel of fate, and off you go
to become a millionaire or just a poor
country -philosopher. Ages 9-Adult, 2-8
players.

6.77

7.77

8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
12:00 - 1:00 p,m.
3:00 - 4:00 p.m.
8:30 - 9:30 a.m.
8:00 - 9:00 a.m. ·
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
3:00 - 4:00 p,m.

Monday, 11/10

8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
3;00 - 4:00 p.m.

Wednesday, 11/12

8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
3:00 - 4:00 p.m.

~fectian GAME

Thursday, 11/13 12:30 - 2:00 p,m.
Follow-op
Session

*** **

**
*

*

*
*
*

** * *

* * ***** ** ****

5.77

BATTLESHIP GAME

All freshmen and new transfer students must attend one of the
following information meetings in order to pre-register for the
spring semester. Choose one of the times that is most convenient for
you and come to Richards Auditorium in Murkland Hall for pre-registration
information.
·Wednesday, 11/5

Crossword Game
The original crossword game.

QUICK JUMP
ITSA SKUNK
GAME

* ******* * ***

DEADLINES FOR HAi.'lDING IN MATERIALS TO THE ADVISING CENTER:
Freshmen &· New Transfers: Friday, November 14th.
All other Undeclared Students: Wednesday, November 19th.

**
*
*

*
*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

-

9.77

LAY-A-WAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
NO MONEY DOWN
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DURHAM BIKE

~

Highlighting!
Natural Shading!

Party Colors!
Streaks!

Help design you~ own_

FALL OVERHAUL SPECIAL
Complete Bicycle Overhaul

-a_t lower fall price schedule

Regular Price: 853.00 .
Fall Special: 838.00

cont~nued from page three
to those from the wealthier
nations."
Granting in-state tuition to
students from developing nations
was cited as ··a possible answer to
. this problem
Roberts said she has not yet
recieved any feedback from
University officials.
.. we·re just now finding out who
got the report." she said. ••we hope
the report will be a consciousness
raising thing.••

-=~n.t!nu.ed 'from page 20

Durham bike
17 Jenk1ns Court, Durham
868-5634

Hours
Mon-Fri. 9-5
, Thur. 9-6
Sat 9-3

29 Main St.

Durham

Phone:
868-7051

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30
Thurs.& Fri. till 7

MUSO FILM SERIES

Thursday, November 6, 1980

Woyzeck
kldu!ii ki08ki
la
~rner herZOU98

"SOLAR .ENERGY
IN N.H."
with
KIRK STONE

DOYZI=CK.

(From N.H. Energy coalition)

Strafford Room of the MUB
7:00 & 9:30
$1 or Seasons Pass
MUSO .
Memorial Union Student Organization
. 862--1485

Slide Show and Talk
Nov. 5th
.7:30 .P.M.
Forum Rm. Library
floor· C
Presented by the U.N.H. Solar Energy Coalition

·W-omen's Studies
Cours·e Offerings
Spring. 1981

ws

798

ws

795
Admn 780
Anthro 625
Econ 698A

Engl 585
Engl 685
French 621
Hist 596D
Admn 798B

Colloquium: Feminist Thought in
19th Century America
lndependant Study
Women in Management
Female, Male and Society
Tgpics in Economics:
Women and ·work
Introduction to Women in
Literature
Women's Literary Traditions:
Contemporary Women Writers
French Prose in Translation:
Women and Power in Modern France
Explorations in History:
Women, Family and, Power
Seminar: Career Development
(by arrangement, may count
towards WS minor)

T 1-3:30

Barbara White

By arrangement
M 6-9 p.m.
W 3:30-6
MW 7:30-9 PM

Rita Weathersby
Barbara Larson
Marilyn Power

T Th 11-12:30

Elizabeth H~geman

T Th 9:30-11

Jean Kennard

MW 1-2:30

Lydia Crowson

T Th 9:30 - 11

Judith Silver

MW3-5

Francine Hall

fOOTBALL, page 13.
continued from page eight

Course discriptions available at " ~ ... cu s ~tu dies Program Off!ce,
307 A Dimond Library (2-2194 or 2-1796).
·
Coordinators: Susan Schibanoff (2-1313) and Barbara White (2-2174)

On second and ten from the 13.
Stevens connected with Frank
Keough in front of the UR I
sideline for a gain of seven as- the
clock winded down.
Tailback Jim Quinn barrelled
down to the one yard line before
Stevens and Gorham finished the
drive off with the innovative one
yard scoring pass.
The game began as if UNH was
in for a fun-filled afternooon. URI
tailback Leroy Shaw fumbled on
the first offensive play of the day
and UNH safety Peter Bergeron
recovered at the UR I 42.
Seven plays later, Quinn took on
URI cornerback Cal Whitfield and
strong safety Mark Cruise at the
two yard line and carried them into
the el)d zone for a five yard
touchdown run.
.. you got to smell the goal line,.,
said Quinn. who is second in the
Yankee Conference in scoring . .
.. They just didn't wrap up and I
lunged forward."
UNH drove 40 yards for.another
score on its second possession. The
big play came when Stevens
completed a 19 yard pass to flanker
Bill Peach on a third and ten.
Stevens performed the scoring
honors with a quarterback sneak,
and UNH led 13-0. The extra point
attempt failed when Stevens
fumbled the snap.
UN H threatened to blow the
game open when Steve Hirons
stuffed a Guerriero punt and Jeff
Belmont picked up the rebound
and hea.ded toward touchdown
territory. But Steve Doig was
called for roughing the kickeU!_nd
the URI offense came back on the
field.
Four plays later. Guerriero was
punting again. This time UNH
punt returner Dean Gillis fumbled
on his own eight yard line and once
again, the U IR 1 offense was bac_k
in action.
URI benefited from a pair of
breaks on special teams, first when
Guerriero had a punt stuffed by
Steve Hirons. but Steve Doig was
penalized for roughing the kicker
and four plays later UNH punt
returner lost a fumbled punt at the
UNH eight yard line .
.. My gosh. when you fumble a
punt on the eight yard line ... we let
them back in the 1ootball game.•·
Bowes said ... I'd like to have some
team fumble on the eight. and give
us a break."
URI capitalized three plays later
when starting quarterback Terry
Lynch found his roommate.
tailback Steve Caizzi. all alone in
the corner bf the end zone for a
seven yard touchdown pass.
UNH got the touchdown back
on a busted play when Keough had
only-the wind to beat on a recordtying 84 yard pass from Stevens.
The record was set in 1947 when
quar.terback Bruce Mather hit
reciever Bob M ikszensas in UN H •s
first post-season appearance, a 2014 loss to Toledo in the Glass Bowl
game.
.. I almost took orr:· Stevens
.said ... I knew it was against the
wind so I just prayed for a spiral."
.. I saw Denis scrambling and I
broke downfield." Keough said.
.. He hit me in perfect stride. We
said before the game-guaranteed
six."
URI got back in the game in a
hurry during the second half.
After a 17 yard Tom Calkins'
punt into the wind was downed at
he l.;~ H 44 yard line, the Rams
needed only two plays to bring it
home.
URI fullback Fabian Flori
broke through the middle for a
FCOTBALL. page 17
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FACES IN SP ACE
photos by Jonathan Blake
and Barbie Walsh
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Editorial
SCOPE's choi~es ·aren't students'
The Studeµt Committee on Popular ·
·Entertainment (SCOPE) has had a problem in
the past few years choosing artists who will
appeal to a majority of UNH students.
Two years ago SCOPE brought Patti Smith to
UNH. She did not sell out Now when New Wave
is popular SCOPE has brought a traditionalrock
band, · .T he Stompers, and singer/songwriter
Steve Forbert.
Because .of the student organization's poor
planning, it has lost 88,660 to date this year to
coznpound la.~t ~w. ':s loss ofover 813,000 on the
Peter Frampton rock concert.
Jim Puglisi, SCOPE president, said in the pa~t
the student organization has surveyed the
Durham population to see what kind of music
they prefer.
·
Recently, that hasn't been done--except for an
informal poll of SCOPE's own members. \
Puglisi said it would be too expensive to

~

conduct professionl matketing survey. But
many orga)Iizations ha*e polled the studentbody
effectively through cla~s, .dorm and dining hall
random surveys.
\ '
, Sure, as :Puglisi said\, most students wouldl
like to hear the "big natnes"--the ones who are
often out df our league financially.
But significant losses\on concerts such as the
near g14,090 loss on Fnµnpton last year, and the
88,000 loss on Fotbeil't ·should give SCOPE
members the idea that they are 'Y8..V off base for
this year's ~0,900 UNa population.
In the past, SCQP~ has been organized
. enough to qring a few bi¥ names to UNH--with
· rather successful outcomes. Dan Fogelberg,
. Bruce Springsteen, Robeft Palmer, Bonnie Raitt
and Seals &·Crofts are naming only a few.
It is difficult for SCOPE to always book groups
which appeal to the majority of students with
only a yearly Student Activity Fee funde~ budget

You interested

Are
•

•

1

&

m writing
-for _The New Hampshire?
Com~ to '. Rm. 151 of the MUB.

of 826,000.
Yet, they could do a more effective job if they
chose musicinas with a broader appeal. Or ifthey
took the time to do a student survey. Or ff the
students had some input into next semester's or
next year's _selection process.
·scOPE could also try some minor New Wave
,bands, or other trendy music, from Boston rather
than waiting for a big non-New Wave national act
that may lose money.
SCOPE's next couc.trt will 1.Je Doc Watson on
Nov. 9. He is billed as a guitar genius.
This time the student organization may have
hit a bit close! to the trend, as Puglisi has
implied.But it seems silly for SCOPE to make the risky
bl\siness ofbilling bands and scheduling time at
the Field House or the MUB even more risky by
trying to guess just what the students may want
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Letters
i

NB Debate
To the Editor:
The campaign smoke in Monday
night"s gubernatorial debate never
cleared enough to air substitntial issues
of life in N.H . 1980.
·
Never were the candidates pressed to
take the . long view. Nevtr did they
address corporate colonization of NH.
rampant resuurce and land
speculation. industrialization of the
Seacoast. or the causes underlying the
rapid degradation of NH ecosystems.
They ignored the deepening economic
depression's effects on NH . and public
monies being poured into obsolete
planning and operations.
Little was said about the brighter
future. or new values and policies.
Never ctlct tney talk or ctemocratl7.lng
society. the economy. health care or
workplaces. Nor did they say how they
see us movi•ng toward a stable NH
economy. independent and self-reliant.
or decentralizing burdensome
institutions. or achieving a selfsustaining ag'ric_u lture. No one spoke of
priorities to put basic needs of people
foremost; nor did the candidates
recognize out absolute responsibilities
to future generations.
The fail¢d debate - is worth
remembering as a loss to 1our political
process: .an affair o-,crmanaged till it
was une~ifyii,g pap. Hopefully. we"ll all
do bett~r 11ext time. far-reaching.
incisive and more compell}ng questions
would h~lp. I think many people would
like to lenow:
.
I. Hof.v wil1 you back up your pledge
to keep !nuclear waste out of the White
Mount:Jins'! ·
i
2. What should be done with the
waste if the Seabrook nuclear project is
comple.ted as: you advoc;ate'!
3. Nµclear power plant conversion
work ~is ongoing in. New York.
California. and Virginia_. why have you
refused to consider converting the
Seabrook pr~ject'!
.
4. The Vermont Yankee nuke has
been repeatedly cited as one of the most
dangerous in ithe country. why haven't
you taken stC'ps to shut it down'!
Essential qualities pf life in N.H .
hinge ·on answers to su~h questions. So
far Gov. Gallen has no meaningful
answ~rs to them. if i'ou can get an
answer or want back~round on the;
questions. drop me a lipe c o Box 102.
Rye. N.H. 03~70.
i
,
No Nukes.
Gu y. Chichester
Rye' Energy Group

P~rking
;

To the Editor:!
e
The parking situatibn is always · an
area .of concern at UN H. Si nee the
article in The Ne~,· : Hampshire on
parking ( Friday, 24 O,ctober) and the
editorial concerning parking (Tuesday.
28 October) . . many · students have
contacted me - with 1questions and
1.:onccrns about the status of parking
here 611 camp~s.
i
.
.
I
the cha1rperson:ofthe Financial
Affairs and Adminis~ration Council
for the University of New Hampshire's
Student Senate. Parkjng and traffic
falls under F A&A 's jurisdiction. I have
carefully examined i1 the proposal
submitted last year lll y the Student
Senate. I have also been in close
' conta~t with Chris Robhrge. Chairman
of Paiking and Traffic! Council· of the
· · University. In light oft information I
ha\e ~••}ned .. some _cl~rification and
dahorat1on win prov1d~ more concrete
an:-.wers to the questions that have been
, raised.
A major question frpm students is
··why do I have to park on the outside
or campus'! ..
A starting point in understanding the
parking system· at UN H. is to fin,t
· comprehend the goals and objectives
· ~ct forth by the Parking and Traftic
Committee in 1971. At.that time. it was
-decided that safety was the major
rnncern of the committee . Directly
rdatcd to this goal was the objective to
reduc~ the total autom~bile traffic on
campus.
To ~mplement these, goab. it w..,~
ckcickd that focultv ,1r:id stalr:-.hould
r.; CCl\t'. the ··core·· parki·ng lots and the
._·, ,mmutcr student woul;d be gi\'en the
··pcripht:ral" parking· an.:a~ . The
rca:-.on ing of the P&T committee was
·
c lea r and logical.
Faculty :.taff members arri\c on
campu:-. hct\\een 8 or 9 a .m . 'and lea\c
a t 4 or 5 p.m . Yer. : most cummutt:r~

am

schedules are more flexible, allowing
them to come and go more frequently
than faculty / staff members, who have
jl>bs that -require them to stay on
campus all day.
Some commuters can argue that they
remain on campus for the entire day
also. However, the Parking and Traffic
Committee felt that most do not.
Therefore, the faculty / staff "center
parking" system was designed to insure
the safety of pedestrians on campus
and / or in the Durham area, by
reducing the amount of traffic in the
center of campus.
I will be the first to admit that this
system does not take into account the
convenience of the commuter student. I
have lived off campus· for three of my
four years at UN H and am used to
arriving on campus at 10:30 a.m. and
not being able to find a space in lots B
or C . Yet c pucco urc u,.-uilubc to unyonc

who wants them.
There are four peripheral parking
lots available to commuter students;
they can use A lot by the Field House, B
lot by WSBE. Clot by the MU B, and D
lot by the Alumni Center.
If I am arriving on campus after 10
a .m. I know by that time C and _B lots
will be filled. I allow myself time (5
minutes) to park in A lot and walk over
to my class. I don't like doing it but the
P & T committee's goals did not equal
my convenience. They are designed· for
safety.
Before students complain about not
finding a place, I wish they'd qualify
that type of statement. There aren't
places right by the building they are
going to. but there are plenty of spaces
available. Safety is the reason why the
spaces are not diretly adjacent to the
desired building.
I am not saying that there is nothing
to be changed to improve the parking
and traffic situation on campus. My
council has been working with last
year's proposal. attempting to
restructure it in accordance with the
P&T committee's goals and objectives.
The editorial on Tuesday, 28
October suggested a restructuring of
400 and 500 level classes from the
morning to the afternoon to relieve the
congestion on campus in the morning.
This has good potential. but it fails to
consider the costs incurred by such a
plan . Restructuring of classes.
alteration of classes. professors. times
and rooms, an immensely complicated
and expensive endeavor.
Furthermore, most commuters are
iuniors and seniors and don't ta~t_; substantial amounts of 400 and 500
level introductory courses to warrant
such a change. Combining the cost of
the proposal and the courses taken by
commuters. neutralizes this pruposal.
Last year's proposal was defeated.
not becavse the proposal was incorrect
or unsubstantiated. but rather bcc:au~!,!
the Proposal did n~t take into account
the primary goal of safety.
The Financial Affairs and
Administrati~n Council is working on
proposals that will assist students ( both
residence and commuter) in their
concerns and interest relating to oncampus parking. We . appreciate all
suggestions and proposals. There are
many options open to us within the
guidelines and goals of the Parking and
Traffic committee.
Talk to your respective senators or
call the Student Senate at 862-1494.
There are things we can do within the
system: just let us know your ideas.
Christy C. Houpis
Financial Affairs and Administration
Student Senate

· Supple1nent
To the Editor:
You. Ms. (jagne. and the
supplemental cditor, Todd Balf.
deserve high praise for the Tues .. Oct.
28. issue in general and special
com·m«:ndation for the election
supplement.
The sample ballot. including the
important issue boxes with "yes" and
"no.. for the positions of the
candidates. the information from the
Lca~uc of Women Voters on when and
whc~·l' to ,·ote . and ab,o many of the
essays examining th e positions and
financing of each candidate should
help to make for a higher pcrccntage of
informed voting among lJ NH students.
faculty. and others fortunate enough to
ha,e read this election supplement.
It might v.;cll stand as an exemplar
for nc w!'lpapers l'Yerywherc in this
count , : 10 ba lanct. the propagandistic

spot political T,V ads with which the
screen has bee~ awash the last days
before the electipn.
1 George M. Haslerud
\Professor-emeritus of
Psychology UN H

And~rson
To the Editor: \
One of the pro~lems with American
politics is that th~ public looks for the
cure to our nati~n1s ailments in the
politicians they ! elect. When the
problems don;t : n:iiraculously
dissappear. they 1 feel deceived and
search for new lea~ers.
Unfortunately\ the method of
evaluating and cijoosing the leaders
c-ontrihute,; to the r,roblem .
Perhaps if the p'-'blic were to become
better informed lof the true . and
pertigent issues oft govergment, t~ey
might ~ce that ther~ _are no sure, qu~ck
and easy answers. li1ke the compulsive
overl!ater who has for so long abused
his system. it will ~ke time. patience
and perseverance to
ourselves of
mese same ellects m our government.
The medicine to help achieve this

ncr

cure may not go down. easy, but
voluntary changes in our lifestyles to
compensate for past gross negligence
and waste have to he initiated NOW.
before we are forced to make more
severe and less pleasant sacrifices in tne
future.
With this in mind, in the election of
1980. there is only one presidential
candidate who recognizes the urgency
in directly confronting our nation's
problems with a practical.
straightforward and forsighted
approach. That man is John B.
Anderson.
.
Unfortunately, the news media and
pollster groups have distorted the
rationale of voting this year. to the
extent that voters will cast ballots for a·
candidate they do not endorse to keep
another candidate they endorse even
less from being elected. The logic of
votins for tho cundidutc 1nu;,l yualifi u
and who should be President has been
shoved aside.
Whatever rationale you use in
casting your ballot • . remember--our
future begins at the present , and
preparation·s for a smooth transition
are needed now. We can·t keep putting
them off.
Zig Bouchard

Reagan
To the Editor:
I'm sorry but I can't let Karen
McCauley (UN H Students for Reagan)
get away with the total misrepresentation of my October 17th letter to the
Editor. I stated simply that because
Ronald Reagan believes America to be
a special land set aside by God, he will
adversely affect relations with much of
the rest of the world.
Ms. McCauley has put many words
if!tO my mouth, including that I am
· against "family, work, neighborhood,
peace and freedom," when those are
some of my own most cherished values.
I also never stated that the Founding
Fathers were arrogant warmongers
"because thev looked to God for
guidance and sought to build a nation
based upon principles fundamental to
all Judeo-Christians."
Well, I think I've said enough. Any
individual who compares the two
letters can tell I've been grossly
misrepresented. Perhaps that just
prnves what I was trying to say in the
first place.
Bill Teschek
Hampton, NH

Co1ne to The New Hampshire critique
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Arts & Features
The Pumpkin
comes "through!
By Kim Billings
This article is a follow-up interview with the Great
Pumpkin. Last weel{._this rCJ)!>rter was approache_d !bf
tlle spirit on a back road in New market. '!bat interview
was published in last Friday's issue of The New
Hampshire.
As a review, Pumpkin said he would attempt to bring
the spirit of Halloween to the UNH campus. Here
follows an account of what actually happened.
He didn't let me down.
That's right, the Great Pumpkin left his mark on the
UNU campus, Just like he said he would.
On Friday morning at four o'clock, the Great Pumpkin,
disguised as a student, crept up to the flagpole in front ofTHall and left what he termed "the spirit of Halloween.'
"I had it scheduled for three o'clock," he said, in a
telephone interview from his field in Fryeburg, Maine, "but
I was stopped in Ossipee for a missing tail-light. The cop
delayed me for an hour. I guess it took more to convince
him than it did you."
Pumpkin was not seen by anyone except "some r~ject
from a Philadelphia ghetto'' who was sleeping inside ·
Hall. Pumpkm saia, rie surpnsed the stem out ot me. l
mean here's this guy sleeping inside the Admissions
Office and he says to me, 'Hey man, you could change your
grades in there--they'd never know."
Pumpkin has never taken a class at the Universi1y.
"I feel I've made my mark," Pumpkin continued,
referring to the large white and orange pumpkin flag he put
up. "I've overcome my fear of the dark--that was sort of a
personal accomplishment--and I felt the spirit at UNH
that cold morning. I just hope everyone else did."
His wife, Gourdtrude, was worried about him
throughout the historic event until he returned late Friday
morning. "She's the pumpkin ... er, I mean, the salt of the
earth," he said.
·
Pumpkin would do it again, but only if'"the spirit moves
me," he said. "By the way, I originated that tenn--just for
the record."
When asked what he would've done if he had been
caught, Pumpkin was confident "I would've told them it
was a project for Education Psychology or something like
that I even had a couple of all-American names picked
out--it was a toss-up between Grant and
"I had it licked," he continued. "Between being
Halloween and the fact they let bums sleep in T- Hall, they
would've believed anythin ."

i

'

DOC AND MERLE don't always sing into the horiz«:>n. They· will perform at UNH on November 9, in the
·
Granite State Room. The concert is sponsored by SCOPE.

•
There will ·be a Doc in
the MUB
By Joel Brown
Students whose musical tastes
come from the jukebox at The·
Wildcat may not be familiar with
guitar virtuoso Doc Watson.
Damn shame.
SCOPE is bringing Watson to
the MU B on November 9, and
there may never be any sweeter
sounds-i.n the Granite State Room.
Watson is going on 60 now , but
age won 't slow him down; being
blind since he was three months
old didn't stop him from becoming
"the greatest flat-picker who ever
lived."
Arthel Watson was born in 1923
in Stoney Fork, North Carolina.
and not discovered for the national
-a udience until 1960. But Doc is no
rhinestone-suited, pink-Cadillac,
Grand Ole Opry star; he is an
open-minded, creative artist, a
distinctive baritone singer, and he
piays a mean harp.

Doc pl;iys !everythingfrom "Blue
Suede Shoes" to "Sweet Georgia
Brown" and "Sittin' On Top of the
World." He has an encyclopedic
knowledge of country and
iblucgrass, but he has been known
to cover a George Gershwin tune
from time to time too .
Doc's flat-picking on acoustic
guitar is beyond compare lightning quick riffs and lyrical
runs, all played with amazing
precision. Pavarotti sings; Doc
plays git-fiddle.
Doc's son Merle plays alongside
him, finger-picking guitar and
occasionally working wjth a slide.
All of Doc's sidemen have longtime ties to country and bluegrass
music and are uh, adept.
Anyone questioning the
frequent linkage of Doc's name
and superlatives shoufd pull out
their copy of "Will the Circle Be
Unbroken," the collaborative

album by The ' itty Gritty Dirt
Band and a number of country
music sages. The sessions for that
album marked Doc 's ascension
over his one-time idol, Merle
Travis, to the position of the
world's number one flatpicker. ·
Opening for Watson and
Company will be Mary Mccaslin
and Jim Ringer, California
folksingers and songwriters,
recording artists, and coinciden·tally husband and wjfe.
I hey sing a lot about California.
but, according to "Country Style
Magazine,·· their songs are "unlike
the cryptic mumblings of other
West Coast malcontents ... straight
forward, not self-pitying in
commentary on the decline of the
American Dream . .,
It will be a fine evening in the
MU B; leave the safety pins and
ripped t-shirts at home, though.

Mo v ie R e v i e w .!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

Extraordinary, ordinary people
By David Elliott

People", he proves he has the
A friend persuaded me to go see ability to become a very capable
"Ordinary People" at the director. Thl, movie is carried
Newington Mall last Satu rda y out in
very precise and
night. I gave in, more out of professional manner.
boredom than anticipation . But
Donald Southerland. of
afterwards, as the credits flashed
M*A*S*H fame, plays Calvin
by, we sat glued to out seats , not Jarret, a very dapper and
wanting to leave the movie behind . success[ ul business executive. He
I wanted to stay for the second wears his Brooks Brothers suit and
show.
silk tie very well. But his character
"Ordinary People" struck me as develops more as a caring and a high quality, first-rate movie. A concerned father. The audience
good way to rate a movie is to see comes to love Southerland the
how many people, yourself father more than the executive.
included, sit there stupified and
-His wife Beth is pl~y_ed by
watc•;. the credits. A few are just Mary Tyler Moore. It's an
asleep, some are drying the tears. unusual role, tor she plays an
and others just don't want to leave . unsympathetic mother ve,y
I was in that third category, and I different from the upbeat Mary of
wasn't alone. Three-quarters of the "Dick Van Dyke"and "Mary Tyler
audience remained in their seats· Moore Show" fame. But as the
through the credits; some even had shrew she is excellent.
Ti~othy Hutton, a virtual
to be ushered out to make way for
unknown, steals the show as young
the next group.
The director and cast give ·conrad Jarret. Unable t(? get oyer
"Ordinary People" a head start on the death of bis brother, tor which
greatness. Robert Redford leaves he feels responsible. Conrad tries
the a.cting ranks to direct his first
unsuccessfully to commit suicide.
In the movie we see him attem pung
screenplay. Nobody doubts his
to shed his still-nagging guilt and
acting ability, and with "Ordinary

a

-

The Nikolais Dance Company will perfor.m in the University of New
. Hampshire's Celebrity Ser~es on Nove~ber 4 and 5 at the Johnson
Theatre. Performances begm at 8 p.m. Ticket Office, 862-2290.

.

{

to readjust to everyday life after
several months of hospital
treatment. It is a long, uphill
struggle.
• The title of the movie is ironic.
The Jarrets are not an ordinary
family by most standards, and
though on the surface their lifestyle
seems smooth and easy, they are
plagued by conflicting values and
emotions.
The Jarrets live in Lake Forest,
Illinois'. a wealthy bedroom
community of Chicago, where life
for a good segment is life in the fast
lane. It is this lifestyle, drinks and
dinner at the club on Friday, and
golf on Saturday. that in part leads
to such a tough situationfor young
Conrad. His mother is immersed in
it, his father teeters on the fringe of
it. and Conrad is confused and
doesn't know which wat to go with
it.
"Ordinary People" is not just
another ordinary movie; it is a
touching and sensitive film that
pertains to our generation and
some of the problems we go
through. It is a movie that should
be se~n .. and felt.
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Surcharge

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 4
Live at NICK'S LOUNGE

continued from page I

surcharge.
. ..They're general figures and you
can't bank on them .., said Houpis,
"but they've given us a definite
ranj?.e.
"We know the process and
system of figuring the energy
surcharge," he continued. ••If the
Board of Trustees go out of that
range, they'll ha-ve to justify the
increase."
Monitoring the- ~ampus energy
has been a problem because of the
variety of heating systems used.
Some dorms ·.1se oil for heat,
·
others use electricity.
The University is also
transforming its steam heatirig
system to low temperature hot
water.
"In some oil-heated buildings
the systems are archaic," Coates

Highland. House Farm has available
for sale: Pumpkins (6¢/lb.). Acorn - .
Squash (1O¢/lb.), & Pumpkin pies to
order-Telephone: 659-6374·
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BEN BALDWIN AND THE
.THE BIG NOTE
· .9:30 - 12·:30 p.m. ·: _ _ :·

Also
Wat<;h Monday Nite Fot~all on

.. our BIG ·Screen

T~:V.

>

fl~~r Prices
Ait~_NITE
... Happy
.
.·. .·
.
,
'· ·>.

....,j

.

sai d ... Fifty percent of the hc:at i~

lost to the ground before reaching
·
.
Hetzel Hall."
Coates also said some members
of the faculty and administration
fail to conserv_e energy.
"There's no incentive for them to
conserve, " Coates said. "No
money comes out of. their pay.
Some faculty walk out and leave
the lights on."

Horror
continued ·riom page 1
not common projectiles. •
M USO has tried water and
ammonia to remove the eggs
from the screen without success,
and may try denatured alcohol.
The organization is now using a
smaller screen for showing films
which cuts off the edges of the
picture.
Into a successful year, M USO
was considering purchasing a new
projector, costing from $2,000 to
$2,500, but now they may have to
use the money on a new screen.

You jog for your
heart.What do Y0'1 do
for your.eyes? :.
Jogging and exercise are very big these days. ·
But eye fitness doesn't get the same needed
attention.
It's vital that you have _an eye examination at least
once a year.
It will uncover any changes. And problems such as
nearsightedness, farsightedness, astigmatism, muscle imbalance, coordination, depth perception. focusing ability
and color deficiency.
· .
Call tor an eye check up soon. It's as important
to your eyes as exercise is to your heart.
And CJSk about Bausch & Lomb soft lenses.
•

brs. Alie & Menard
Jenkins Court
868-1012 or
742-5719

8AUSCH

&IOM■~ -

.-SOFLENS ·
·. (polymacon) .
Contact lenses

· Not to be worn w:1ile sleeping or swimming. Ask our
eye care prolessionals !or complete information .

i .

DRUGS THAT AFFECT THE MIND ·

11111

A clinical view of what happens to the b·r ain when
six types of ·d rugs are introduced. Also playing is
THE DARYL HALL AND JOHN- ·_· OATES
_c_.o_N_c_.E_.._R_T..(9_0_m_in...) _ . . . - - - - ~ - - - - •

.

.W e.d. Nov. 5th 9:00 p.m·.-

Wolves are , highly social· animals · who live and
travel in packs, and this · film is about their
extraordinary life style. It also shbws th patterns of
behavior(dominance and submission) which develQp
among ali animals living in groups. (60 min.)

•

·J

. .. · . :.'

.

~

CRY WOLF
· ·. · · ·

Three movies are not enough!
Also, at Hubbard Hall's Big Screen on Tuesday,
·
Nov. 4th at 8:00 p.m. will be Hitler's Gold.

/~.·

· . ho Wildcats Go! Studipts

Winning team goes to regional matches
Regional winners compete for more than $25,000
in scholarships at Natlonal Competition
Team rosters due November 12 & 13
Registration fee $5.00
Studen.t Activities Office, Room 126, Memorial Union -9a.m.-4p.m.
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lletermi)lfog .· · Your
Mar~etahie ·

An Intellectual Competition for All Student Groups
Team = 4 members+ alternate
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Monday, ·November · 10
2: 10-4:00-p.m·. .
,Grafton Room- MUB
Career Programs Sponsored by:
Career Planning & Placement Service
Counseling & Testing Center
Liberal Arts Advising Center
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A Survey on Sleep and
Parapsychology
1) Do you conciously recall your dreams-(stories,
objects, images)?
2) To what degree do you believe in psychic
phenomena?
3) llave you ever experienced another state of
·consciousness? If so, what?
4) llave you ever had a psychic experience:
a. Telepathy"- normal waking state?
b. Telepathy- dreams?
c. Telepathy- another state of consciousness
, (drugs, hypnosis, meditation)?
d. Clairvoyance- normal waking state?
e. Clairvoyance- dreams?
f Clairvoyance- another state of consciousness?
g. Precognition- normal waking state?
h. ~recognition- dreams?
i. Precognition- another state of consciousness?
j. Out-Of-Body Experiences (OOBE)- in any (or
all) of the three s(ates?

5) How old were you when you had the experience(s)?
6) Do you encourage or block your experie~ces? ,
1osnom is a student organization dedicated to educating people
in parapsychology and various related fields. We accomplish
_this through workshops, seminars, & lectures.

If you have any experiences
Please fill out
which yoµ would like to share,
the questionnaire and
give tne a call:
·
- place it in TOSNOMS tnail box
Patrice Gans 7 42-2137
in the MUB ( or in catnpus tnail).
or else
drop by the Cotntnon Office
I

- THANKYOU.

I

\
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Class d·s

. RateB: $J.OO/or45wonbperbilertfon .
.
Eachaddftfona.lrun·:$1.00
· .
CLEAN & DEPENDABLE- 1970 AMC
HORNET 39,000 orig . miles. Newly
painted, 4 new radial tires . New 3 yr
battery. $1500. 749-1586. 1117
FOR SALE: 165x14 sempevit steel radial
SNOWS, used one winter on MG, $70, K2
195 cm SKIS with Tyrolia bindings, $100,
dolomite BOOTS, size 8, $70, heated
queen size WATER BED and frame, $80,
1320 watt electric HEATER, $20. Call
431-63a8. 11 1 18

1972 Volvo 142 auto. High mileage, in
great running condition, super winter
vehicle, AM-FM cassette-radio. Needs
some body work . Please inquire
afternoons & evenings. $1,100 willing to
negotiate! 868-5236. 11 / 4
Rossignol Free Style Demo(190cm .)with
Salomon S444 bindings . Excellent
condition . Only used 1 / 2 season . Both
skiis and bindings only $180 (may be
negotiable). Must sell fast. Also;
Columbia 10 speed bike . Good condition .
$75 or best offer. Call Shelly at 868-5622.
11 / 4
For Sale : 1977 Ford F150, 4x4, 6 cyl. 4
spd. power steering, power brakes, dual
gas tanks, canvas top, 32,000 miles,
$3800. Call 642-5503. 11 / 11

Attention camera-seekers : 2-year-old
Rolleiflex SL 35M Manual camera in very
good condition. With leather case, strap,
U.V. filter, rubber lens shade, self-timer,
depth -of-field preview button, excellent
multi-coated f1 .8 50 mm lens. $120. Phil
iCI Sawyer 310: 868-9741 or 2-1130.
11 / 4

Upright piano for sale. Rebuilt . New blackwhite keys, new felts etc. Very clean .
Mahogany case $695 .00. Raymond
Desjardins 742 -5919. 11 / 14
1972 Volvo 142 auto. High mileage, in
great running condition , sup~r winter
vech icle, AM-FM cassette-radio. Needs
some body work . Please 1_
n 9u1re
afternoons & evenings. $1 ,100 willing to
neaotiate! 11 / 4
FOR SALE- 1978 Chevy Silverado; 4x4;
regular gas; 8 ft. box; heavy duty all
around; automatic; P.S. & P.B.; AM / FM 8
track stereo; spoke wheels; sliding rear
w indow. Only 21,000 miles. Excellent
condition . 1117
FOR SALE- 1966 CHEVY II. Runs
excellent. New shocks, New Muffler.
$200.00 Call 659-3952 . 1117
Gibson L-7 Custom arch-top guitar with J.
Smith pickup. $750. Ampeg Reverberocket II amplifier $125. Morley Power Wah -Fuzz pedal $75. Dokorder 8140
Tape deck. 4 channel multi -sync . $440.
For more details call Bob at 332-4837.
11/7
For Sale . CFA reg . Himalayan kittens.
Seal point $ 125-$175. Blue Hybrid $175.
Put down deposit now! Will hold until
Christmas. Cal 749-2841 . 11 / 11

FOUND near downtown Newmarket on
Route 108. Small black -and-white cat ,
(white paws, white stomach),_w ith flea
collar . Call 659-6175'. If no answer, call
862 - 1490 and ask for' Kim Billings .

PROFESSIONAL TYPING at its best by
University Secretarial Associates. IBM
CORRECTING SELECTRIC. Choice of
style, pitch . Sp 'e lling, grammar,
punctuation corrected. 14 · years
secretarial/ teaching experience. Diana
Gohuman 742 4868. 12/ 12

PRECISION TYPING- Experienced
secretary in all areas of typing . Fast
and professional results . Choic~ of
type elements and style . Reasonable
rates. Call Bethany 868-5746 .
12/12.
MEN! - - WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
American . Foreign . No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwidetravel.
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
information . SEAFAX, Dept. E-8 Box
2049. Port Angelos, Washington 98362.
11/4.
Having problems with MIDTERM
studying? Whatev~r your academic
concerns are, TASK is here to help. We
offer assistance with notetaking, reading,
exam-studying, time budgeting and
general organizational skills. Make
studying easier on yourself.-Come see us!
TASK Stoke 35-C 862-3698.

Found : Outside of MUB Monday nightWebster ' s Seventh New Col legiate
Dictionary and a notebook. Call 21603 .. Linda or Julie.

A.

. .
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Unique Durham service business for sale.
Evening hours only. Current downtown
Durham office space could be used for
personal residence, or possibility of
moving into a rent free office. $1,350.00
buyes contract & necessary -supplies.
Very profitable, great expansion potential.
Call 742-6091 _- 11 / 11
Health Resource Booth - provides health
information, weight checks, blood
pressure checks, vision screening, minor
first aid and cold care . Services free .
Everyone is welcome . Mon. & Thurs. 11
am- ·1 :30 pm next to the MUS cafeteria .
11/21

Informal Support Groups for Returning
Students-mutual support and
encouragement for nontraditional
students. Groups will meet monthly at
various locations. If you are not already
signed up call Cynthia Shar at the
Counseling and Testing Center 862-2090
12/12
Gourmet Dinner II presents "A feast in
Sherwood Forest " , Fri. and Sat. Nov.
14th and 15th in the Granite State Room
of MUS. Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres
served at 6:30 p.m . and main dinner
served at 7 :30 p.m. Tickets are now on
sale at MUB ticket office, Price $11.50per
person . For more information and
reservations contact MUS ticket office
(603)862-2290. 11/21

Sick of Laundry? I'll do it for you! 1 week's
wash (up to 4 ft. high) done for $3.00. I'll
pay for soap, etc ., but you pay machine
charge. Call "ye Old Laundress", 2-1172,'
Rm.201 . 11/7

Attention all Mortar Board MembersRemember we are to meet at 7: 15 Wed.
night in MUS . before President
Handler's speech at 8:00·.

Wanted by Lamprey Regio11al Solid Waste
Cooperative-part-time help to work at
refuse-to -energy facility on University
campus . Unique 11 ½ hour shifts. Hourly
rate of $4.00 per hour. Application
a v ailable at tho Du r ha m Town Offioo o r at

the Lamprey Regional solid Waste facil ity
adjacent to the University of New
Hampshire heatinQ plant. 11 / 7
WANTED : ARABIC LANGUAGE TUTOR,
to begin immediately, rates negotiable. ·
Call Simon at 868-1380. 1117

To all those attending the Friends and
Lovers party, get ready for a Wild time
Wednesday, November 5th at 8 pm.
Susan-HERE WE GO AGAIN .. , lvy
Leagueing it! Heres to-TACKY teepees,
Gramma's croutons, suspension bridges,
and missing anchors (JOE YOU DICK).
Work hard this week GFT PSYr.HFD
"Bert & Us" are cru isin' down 90 Fri. nite.
Love, Katrish P.S. The aardvark stays
home.
El-don't ever say I never sent you a
personal. Have a nice- --! Hope to "social "
soon. Your secret admirer.
Karen, Even though you're voting for the
wrong idiot today, I'll forgive you!!! All I
can hope is, that you will smarten up by
1984. Stay well and come over and visit
once and a while . -"A resting tennis
partner"

RIDES
Ride needed to Philadelphia area Nov.
7th . will gladly share expenses. Call Judy
at 862-1945 or 868 -9924 anytime .
Ride needed to New Haven, Connecticut
on Friday, November 7. W ill share
expenses. Please call Diane at 868-1676.
11 / 4

Feeling Tense; want to relax-come to
TOSNOM 's massage workshop . It will be
Thursday November 6- 7 :00 pm in the
Fencing room at New Hampshire Hall.
Bring sleeping bags, blankets, towels, oil
(no baby oil)-promises to be a very
enjoyable & relaxing evening . Only 50C!!
To the 4 · adventurous thieves of bids
night : you must return the sacred kermit
doll and sunglasses or the Gods will have
no mercy!! 231 Alex

Hey Carla! Congratulations on top scoring
honors!! Go nuts at regionals and then it 's
on to Nationals!! Nance

Help regenerate Recycling on Campus.
Show your concern and bring ideas to
Students for Recycling. Meetings Weds
7 :30 Ham-Smith 125 Complete t~a
Cycle ... Recycle 11 /14
ATTENTION UPPERCLASSMEN :
(especially transfers)!!! Remember
feeling a little lonely and disoriented your
first semester at UNH? UNH is accepting
approximately 700 more transfers next
Fall, and the Transfer Orientation staff will
welcome them to campus and help them
adjust to UNH before classes begin.
Looking for new staff members for 80/81
program (June 1-5). Apply at the
Commuter / Transfer Center, MUS 136.
Deadline Wednesday, Nov. 5; $75 stipend
plus free room and board during program.
Further info: contact Lynne Bolduc or
Nancy Lowd at the Commuter /Transfer
Center. Stop by or call 862-3612 . 11 / 4

Atteniton SKI BUM!! UNH ski trips to
Stowe, Vt., Lake Placid, N.Y.,
Stratton/ Bromely, Vt., Mt.
Washington Valley, N.H .. and
Steamboat Colorado over Winter
Break. Ranging from $118-$138 it
includes 5 days, 5 nights, iodging,
lift tickets, races, free beer and
ltlUI t:L COflldC l Dctve 6. Holtzm an,
Congreve 19, 862-1653, 868-9803.
Deposits are due by November 6,
first come first serve . Also make
reservations for Bermuda and
Florida trips during Spring Break.
11 /14.
Past life therapy: is something in your
present life puzzling you? Regression is
often a way of solving puzzling
relationships. Who & where were you
before 2 & with whom? for appt . call 1207 -439 -9383. 12/ 12
Needed: One female roomate to share a '3
bedroom apt. with 3 other girls in Dover
~~-- K-van route , good neighbors,
in.expensive, call Joan 749-3382.11 /7
P.C.-Like, it was awesome at RHPs
Thursday Night! How'd ya do-a? Pyasl
Take care of yourself clutz. Let's swig a
brew for the good times past, and the
better future . Love ya , Lips

Sigma Nu- Great Halloween party and
dinner beforehand. Thanks for all you
.help!! Love DZ

Hey Salex-Surprise! Happy Halloween,
and remember all the moonl ight
aver:1tures, pumpkin ! Thanks Friend, Love
Bannie & Sannie

Room Mate needed; 3 bedroom house
Down Town Portsmouth, 3 blocks from
karivan route . Rent negotiable. Nonsmokers & grad-students prefered. Call i
Rob at 431 -5319, anytime . 11 / 18

Lonnie-you blew you_r big chance last
night, don't do it . again! See you at
midnight?!?!

Dover. 2 room studio apt. plus bath. No
pets. Ref-stove-$160.00 month one
person. $220.00 two persons. Nov. thru
June or longer. $100.00 Sec. Ladisheff742 -5919 . Heat & Elec extra . 11 / 14

Hey 8-care --you 're awesome !! !

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
SPRING 1981

Religious Stu~ies 501:

Religious Studies 695:
History 740:
History 762:

COURSE OFFERINGS

THE BATTLE OF
MUBPUBHILL
Friday and Saturday,

Contemporary Approaches to the ~tudy of
Religion
Prof. John Voll, MWF 9-10

November 7&8

Independent Study
Prof. Paul Brockelman, hours arranged
Three Medieval Civilizations
Prof. William Jones,TR 11-12:30

THE

BATTLE

England in the Tudor and Stuart Periods
Prof. Marc Schwarz, TR 8-9:30

Sociology 797:
(sec 18)

Special Topics in Sociology: Language of
Religion
Prof. Soloman Poll, Tues, 2-4:30

Philosophy 417:
(sec 01)

Philosophical Reflections on Religion
Prof. Paul Brockelman, MWF 10-11

Philosophy 417
(sec 02)

Philosophical Reflections on Religion
Prof. Neil Lubow, MWF 11-12

Philosophy 520:

Introduction to Eastern Philosophy
Prof. Timothy Triplett, MWF 2-3

Philosophy 571:

Medieval Philosophy
Prof. Paul Brockelman, MWFll-12

of the

BANDS
Eight area bands will be
playing-to win!

In the MVB PUB .

6:00 PM
$2.00
MUSO
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485

F:_or futher infomation: Paul Brockelman
44 Hamilton Smith (862-1040)
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.
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contact Lenses--

Sanborn

Drs: Godnig, Erdmann, & Levasseur,
optometrists, provide complete contact lens and
other vision related services at a competitive fee.

continued from page 2
"Gregg represents the staff
accurately," said Barbara
Cavanaugh, nursing supervisor at
Hood House. ""It's important that
translation isn't lost from here to
the President's office. Good
comunication is very important,
and he is committed to the
University, which is also good."
Sanborn defines one of his
primary responsibilities as being
an advocate for students' needs
and desires with the University and

saru1cas Include:
-Comprehensive eye examinations
-Soft, hard, and oxygen· permeable contact lens
fitting
- Follow up visit schedule for 6 mos.
-Contact lens care products
-Visual hygiene suggestions on how to study
-sports vision consultations

the administration. He must insure
that the University is taking care of
the students' health and welfare
needs.
.. I see the students as having
three basic needs," Sanborn said.
••One , and the most important is
surv1va1-nea1th. housing ana
nutrition. Secondly, services must
be available for counseling and
· advising. And thirdly, we need
good educat_ional programs and
we need to promote student
participation in student
organizations."

For Details Call 868-5737
or stop in at 4 Newmarket Rd., Durham
(across from Durham Town .l)ffices)

Sanborn writes periodical
reports throughout the year, from
data he has collected by
administering surveys to students.
The surveys attempt to identify
students' needs and reflect their
attitude changes towards
behavior. He compares this data
with data from previous years and
looks for any patterns or trends
that might occur and decides what
changes may need to be made.
.. Gregg is in favor of changes,•·
Cavanaugh- said. ·•As long_as we
nave reasons to warrant them and
data to back them, he will support
us." Cavanaugh has known
Sanborn since 1976.
.. When we wanted to set up a
health resource booth in the MU B
he showed us how to go about it,"
Cavanaugh said. ""He was
supportive and allowed us to do
pretty much as we wanted within
the guidelines. He also was able to
cut the red tape to a minimum.
Gregg not only gives directjon, but
lie ab~ give!') room for nexft>flity. ··
Sanborn is familiar with the
problems of .. red tape,"because his
job includes much paperwork and
many meetings. He has weekly
meetings with directors to set up
policies, regulations. and budgets
Once every two weeks he also
holds individual meetings with
directors to discuss goals and
objectives for their departments.

I

THE TIN PALACE
~

· FOOD & DRINK
7

7

2 BALLARD STREET
DURHAM, N.H. 03824
11:00 AM to MIDNIGHT
603-868-7456

Stay
Awhile
With
Friends

·NEW fflENU - NEW LOWER PRICES
HAPPY HOURS

·011LY 4 to ao.m.
i

f

''Too many damn meetings,··
said Dr. Peter Patterson, director
of Health Services ... No honestly, I
think he does a good job, but I
don't always agree with him. He's a
nice guy. intelligent, and able to
make decisions and he fights for

what he believes is right; that's a
good quality.•·
Patterson has known Sanborn
for two years and noted he was
very supportive during last
summer's hiring freeze.
'"We needed two nurses for the
night shift otherwise we wouldn't
have been able to keep Hood
House open after 3 o'clock (p.m.),"
Patterson recalled.
"He went to bat for us and won.
I know he understands our needs
and he has been very supportive in
the health education area. I believe
we need to train people to stay
well and I think he does too. That's
something we do agree on,"
Patterson said.
Sanborn said he is concerned
with financial support at UN Hand
pinpointed the need for a master
plan on the long range direction of
the entire institution. The plan
would deal not only with the
internal facets of the University,
but the physical aspects also.
including maintaining buildings.
"One of my major concerns ot
the University is the financial level
of support the University receives
from the state," Sanborn said.
"Whatever New Hampshire has
available, the University receives
its fair share. We are not being
discriminated against, but there
1ust isn't enou,P.;h funding available.
A native of Exeter, New
Hampshire, Sanborn sees the
University's strength in its .. good
administrative staff and faculty,
and its uniqueness of student
quality.''
"I care a bout the people here,"
Sanborn said. "And I like the
University too."

.,:'l:..;:A, ~~"'•, l ff:;a.
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continued from page 8
gain of 12, and Lynch, after being
temporarily replaced by Dave
Grimsich, connected with split end ·
Bob Holden on a perfectly
executed 32 yard scoring play.
Guerriero missed the extra point,
and URI trailed 19-13.
''I just talked to myself at
halftime and told myself how bad I
was doing," said Lynch, who
according to Griffin played his best
half of football.
Calkins once again encountered
problems punting into the wind on
his next try, mustering a mere eight
yards to the UNH 34. The Wildcats
gave the Rams additional aid with
:i 15 yard pena:ty for interference
with punt returner Cal Whitfield's
right to make a fair catch.
Four consecutive carries by
senior Leroy Shaw accounted for
14 yards before Lynch rolled out to
the right and kept the ball for a six
yard touchdown run.
UNH cra11ea ror rne nrst ttme m
the game, 20-19 .
·
With 8:42 left to play, UNH
linebacker Chris Kosinski
recovered Shaw's third jumble of
the day at the URI 27. Quinn
sandwiched 12 and six yard runs
around an eight yard gain by Dave
Kass to bring the ball to a first and
goal at the Ram one yard line.
But a penalty for illegal
procedure and a URI defense,
which tightened up in the second
half. forced UN H to settle for a 21
yard Rusty Foster field goal, and a
22-20 lead .
URI kick returner Cal Whitfield
took the ensuing kickoff at the
URI five yard line and didn't stop
until he reached the UN H 39.
Five plays later, URI junior
tailback Jon Rodgers busted
throught the middle untouched for
an 8 yard go-ahead touchdown
run, and gave a repeat
performance on a successful two
point conversion.
.
_
But it was the kmd of game
where whoever scores last wins,
and UNH scored la'it.

WE'RE MORE "fHAN JUST A~
DRUG STORE
.:

8

Care Pharmacy b

•.

. 51-53 Main Street, Durham -

We Cany: 86&22.SQ_ HoJ.Jrs_~6_Mon.._:.Sat.
* Fischer Price Toys
*Stuffed Animals
*.A newly expanded gift line
*Cosmetics
*Cards
*Film & Developing
* Contact Lens Solution
*School Supplies
* Prescriptions

. _; •• ,• ••1
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'EYOND
PHOTOGRAPHIC_
VIS~JV
' ' ·/4

A PIIOTOGRAPHER TAKES A
LOOK AT RE-FOCUSING THE
PERSON BEIIIND THE CAMERA
presentation includin~ slides by:

Dennis Brown and Tom Starrs
Tuesday, November 4, 7:30 p.m.
Social Science Center rm.201
UNH

When you
see this
symbol, you •
>wyou've
brqugnt your
eyewear prescription
to the right place.

Whalistic
Society for Living

WHITEHOUSE
OPTICIANS
6 Broadtvay

Dover, NH

742-1744

~---------------------------------~---------------------·
WEDNESDAY AT NOON
*ALL EV-E NTS HELD IN THE DURHAM
ROOM ON WEDNESDAYS UNLESS O'I:HERWISE NOTED.

WEDNESDAY AT NOON, The Commuter Lunch Series offers the
following presentations for the month of November.
J.
Wednesday, November 5
Robert P. McCaffery, Field Experience Coordinator with the Division of Continuing
Education, "Get A Head Start on ·Your Career, Participate in the Field E~perience."

Wednesday, November 12
Catherine O'Brien with the Women's Commission, "Improving Conditions for Women at
UNH"

Wednesday, November 19
Allan Prince, Vice President of Budget and Administration, "Where your tuition money
goes at UNH". **Carroll-Belknap room

L.

Join us, Bring your lunch,· coffee and cider provided. This series is a service_o f the
·
Commuter-Transfer Center Room 136 MUB

I
I

L _____________________
__ CLIP &

SA VE

II

-----------------------
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Wildcats put on a
scoring exhibition
BY. Larry McGrath
out there."
One of the problems of last
Sophomores , Andy Brickley
year's 12-18 UNH hockey squad and Dan Forget, joined the
was the lack of scoring power. But weekend scoring parade as
on Frid_a y and Saturday the
Brickley racked up four (three
Wildcats opened this year with Saturday against Merrimack) and
back-to-back nine goal games,
Forget had a pair Saturday,
thrashing of Salem State, and including a pretty unassisted goal.
Merrimack Colleges, 9-3 and 9-6
Forget stole the puck from a
respectively, in exhibition play.
Merrimack defender along the
"It's a great way to start," UNH
right boards anc went in alone on
co-captain Dana Barbin said.
goalie Ron Petronella. After
"We're connecting on passes early.
pulling him wide, Forget tucked
Lots of times in preseason you're the puck under the netminder's
just a hair off."
,
, _
right arm.
The scoring was spread out over
The one concern that arose from
the two games with a lot of the two exhibition games was tl)e
different 'Cats finding the mark.
Wildcat play in the defensive zone.
Freshman George White made his
"We were weak in our own end
presence felt early as he tallied at times," Holt said. "We threw the
UNH's first goal of the season 7:10 puck away needlessly. We have to
inw Friuay•~ fin,t pt:riou.
watch those turnovers. "
White scored again early in the
UNH defenseman and cosecond period and continued his captain Sean Coady was pleased
one a period pace when he beat by the squad's first skate against
Salem State's goaltender, Bob opposition.
Duca, with a 45 foot snap shot with
"I thought we just did a good
4:58 left in the game to notch the job," Coady said. "We have a lot of
hat trick in his first game as a work to do, but it looks as if we
Wildcat.
have the players to do it.''
Fellow freshman Paul Barton
"Defense is hard work," Barbin
scored a goal in each game. It said. "It's not a whole lot offun but
appears that some of the new our objective is to keep the other
Wildc~ts are prepared to help right team to two or three goals."
away.
The Wildcats have just one more
· UN H coach Charlie Holt has preseason tune-up, tonight against
seen many freshmen in his twelve St. Anselm's of Manchester,
years here and won't proclaim his before opening their season
scoring woes are -over.
against the University of Toronto
, "There were a lot of freshmen this Friday and Saturday in
out there," Holt said. "So they Snively Arena.
were bound to figure in the
" W e had a few· l a p s es
scoring."
defensively," Brickley said. "But
White skated with sophomores it's hard keeping your concentraJay Miller and Chris Pryor and <tion when you're up, 8-2 in the
seemed to make the transition third period.
from high school hockey easily.
"These (preseason) games are
·•The hat trick felt good, real good for getting ready to play the
good," White said. ••1 just wanted leaguei games - the ones that
to do well. Things are a lot quicker count."

-

~errimack captain Tom Lawler (17) skates awa1. as his teainmate is sandwiched by UNH cocaptains Dana Barbin (5) and Sean Coady ( 20). ( B111 Hill photo)

Wrestlers pinned in tournament

By Steve Damish
··1 thought the wheels were going
to turn today, but I think we need a
tune up," joked UNH wrestling
coach Jim Urquhart after his
team's performance in the Albany
State College Tournament held on
Saturday -in New York. The
Wildcats finished 19th overall in a
field of 28 teams.
The wheels of the UN H
wrestling· machine were turning
early in the tournament, but soon
- slowed down and came to a stop.
After three convincing wins, two
pins and a 13-0 trouncing, UNH
126-pounder Doug Unger met
with misfortune.
Unger first -place finisher at 118
pounds in the tourney a year ago,
It was the coldest Saturday of the season, a day when
suffered a pulled hamstring in the
opening period while wrestling
October became November, and a reminoer that hockey will
Seth Zanek of Albany State.
soon replace football as the big sport on campus.
Unger was unable to continue but
Back in September when the Saturdays were warm, the fate
should" be back in action in a week.
"He (Zanek) did a jap
of the UNH football team was decided. The Wildcats lost ,
their opening three games, and more imp_o rtantly, lost to two . Wizzer (takedown maneuver). I
saw it coming a mile away, stepped
confernce opponents, the University of Connecticut and
back. and felt something snap,"
Boston University.
·
said Unger. ,
Unger wa~ assured of a berth in
"I think if we played them again it would be a different
the 126-pound round robin
story," said UNH defensive end Steve Hirons. "But that's the
between that weight class's top
way the game goes."
There will be no second chance. Even a five game winning
streak going on six cannot erase the sins of September.
'"The teams that beat us early did not beat us," said UN H
head coach Bill Bowes. "We ·beat ourselves. It's frustrating
- because we 're as good as any team in the conference:"
UNH is an improved team. But the Wildcats will end their
By Catherine Plourde
season as scheduled, on November 15. The improvement will
The season ended as it began for
end there regardless of whether UNH wins or loses to the
the UN H women ·s cross country
University of Massachusetts.
team, with optimism. The harriers
competed this weekend in the
The win-loss record is everything. "Did UConn or BU
-EAIA W Regionals at 1-ndiana
outplay New Hampshire," Bowes asked himself. .. My answer
University 1n Pennsylvania
is no," he offered.
finishing as coach Nancy Krueger
BU, outplayed or ,n ot, is the Yankee Conference team in the
put it, "a very satisfying fifth."
UN H began the meet with the
envious position. The Terriers (4-0) can clinch the conference
• hope of capturing fourth place
championship this Saturday with a win over UConn.
which would have taken it to
Even a BU loss would not bring UNH into contention.
Washington for the National
meet. Penn State won the regional
There would be a three way battle between BU,UMass and
with 60 points, the University of
UConn with UNH still on the outside looking in. ·
Maryland was second with 67, the
And so this is a team that can play with the best, but can
University of Vermont third with
never redeem itself. It was over before it really began.
100, an.d Harvard grasping fouth
with 160. UNH had 192.
BILL NADER
One hundred and twenty six
runners, making up 18 full teams
and then some. covered the 3.1
mile hilly course. Vermont's Judi
St. Hilaire and Leslie Bancroft
finished one-two, leading Penn
State's duo of Carmicheal and
Rowe over the line and Harvard's
combination of Beckford and

The sins of
September

three wrestlers had he wrestled and
won the match ... I tell you what, I
would have beaten that kid,•· said
Unger, the highest finisher for the
Wildcats in the tourney.
Three UN H wrestlers were able
to collect two victories before
being ousted.
At 142 pounds, freshman John
Dillingham advanced two rounds
be decisioning Sal Silvestri of
C. W. Post College, 9-2, and
pinning Jay Cullinane of Boston
State 3:00 into the match.
.. For my first college
tournament, I did better than I
thought 1 would.' said Dillingham.
Dillingham ·s debut ended when
he dropped the following two
matches _by decisions.
Randy Pettagene. wrestling at
150 pounds, captured his first two
matches also, both by 9-2 scores.
before UR l"s Bob Eon, New
England champion, caught him in
a bear hug and was consequently
pinned 25 seconds into the second
round.
"He played it smart and caught
me in a bear hug," explained
Pettagene. "Once he got me on my
back. I knew it was over.··
Pettagene wrestled with an

ankle injury incurred the previous
week. "He (Pettagene) wrestled
fine,·• said Urquhart, ·•even with his
bad ankle."
After victories over Tom Fahey
of Herkimer Community College.
10-3, and John Gorczycc of Boston
University. 7-6 ~ UNH's 190pounder, Bernie DalCortivo, left
. the tourney with a loss against
Western New England College's,
Joey Stevens, 5-2.
DalCortivo couldn't overcomt:
Steven's defensive style of
wrestling and eventually wore
himself out trying to do so.
"He (Stevens) didn't make one
offensive move the whole match,·•
said Urquhart. .. I can't believe the
ref didn"t call stalling against him."
Two 150-pounders, Ernie
Glidden and David Yale, were able
· to net single victories before
leaving the tourney. Glidden
SUGcumbed to Mike Ashe of
Boston State College, 6-4, for his
final appearance, while Yale was
forced to withdraw due to a neck
injury.
"We didn't do bad, we didn't do
good," said Urquhart. "I thought .
we were in decent shape, but I
found out we really aren't.''

I
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Harriers finish season sportswriters
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Linsley rounded out the top six.
The one-two punch seemed to be
the secret, but UN H didn't score
until Chris Bergeron, T-Ci
.Wilson and Cathy Hodgdon
crossed the finish in positions 28, ·
31 and 32 respectively.
None of the times on the course
were particularly impressive as the
rough terrain of hills, cornfields
and ruts didn't lead to record
breaking performances.
Kathy Brandell finished 46th
and Laurie Munson 55th,
maintaining a 45 second- gap
between Bergeron and Munson.
Mary Ellen Rose and Sarah
Dunwoody finished 78th and 84th
respectively.
"I think everyone is pretty .,.,
pleased with the overall outcome,"
said Krueger ... We had a super
group of kids who supported each
other. and encouraged each other.
They know now that they have t.he
ability to be high caliber. I
wouldn"t have done anything
differently with thr sc~i.-.on."
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The .Hubbard connection: Stevens to Gorham
beat by a little bit. Denis was under
pressure and I broke off my post
pattern deep."
"I felt the proiection breaking
down," Stevens said. "I saw
Keough streaking deep and
unleashed it. I prayed for a spiral
against the wind."
Stevens' prayers were answered
as Keough hauled in the pass at the
URI 35 and took off toward the
goal line leaving behind two
pursuing defenders.
In the second half offensive
backfield coach Peter Vaas
suggested that Stevens look more
.for the tight end on 20 yard hook
patterns.
"We h~d ignored the tight end
all day," Stevens said. "They
probably didn't respect him."
Gorham sought to shed the
"Rodney Dangerfield" image in
the fourth quarter as Stevens
repeatedly went to him in key
situations.
In the final drive, after URI had
taken an intentional safety and
UN H returned the ensuing free
kic-k to the Ram 36, Stevens looked
for the man he knew best.
"We knew we had to throw when
we got the wind to our backs in the
·fourth quarter," Stevens said. "We
designed the plays to hook up at
about 20 yards if they had three
defenders deep."
On a· key third and ten Gorham
did just that keeping the winning
drive alive and setting up his
. dramatic final catch. Gorham had
four catches in the second half
equalling his previous total for the
entire season.
"We just had to keep getting first
downs," Gorham said.
With the final ticks fading from
the clock .above the windy playing
field, Gorham sat by himself barely
over the goal line watching his
roommate suddenly turn towards
him with his arm cocked to throw.
One moment later nothing but a
swarm of blue jerseys could be seen
by the big tight end as his
teammates tackled him and
dragged him out the back of the
end zone.
"I was just in the right place at
the right time," Gorham said. "But
it was great."

was left alone by the disorganized
Rhode Island defense and Stevens
changed his mind.
Stevens shoveled the ball the
necessary three yards to the wideo pen South Portland, Maine
native and the crowd in Cowell
Stadium erupted in frantic
celebration,
"I was very surprised to see the
ball come to me," Gorham said. "I
should have run a pattern just to
take a shot - the worst it could have
been was incomplete."
Gorham and Stevens are close as
roommates and they were never
closer than on that final pass play.
"I didn't move very far at all,"
Gorham said. "I was almost eyeto-eye with him. He didn't give me •
much time to drop it - maybe that
was good."

By Larry McGrath
Five seconds remained in the
game as UNH quarterback Denis
Stevens went back to pass. The
Wildcats had run out of timeouts
and the precious seconds were
4uickly ticking off the scoreboard
clock. The clCJ'ck read URI 28 and
UN H 24. The ball was on the
Rhode Island one yard line.
Stevens rolled slightly to his
right and cocked back · his arm
preparing to throw the football out
of bounds to stop the clock.
"I didn't cail anything," Stevens
said. '"I just said 'let's hike the ball
on set' and then I was going to
thro'"' it out of bounds. Then we
C~)Uld,, give it to Quinn (tailback
.Jim).

In that frantic moment between
raising his arm and hurling the ball

Gorh~m h~dn 't been seeing aJJ

towards the sideJines, Stevens saw

that much action early in the
season as he was the number two
tight end behind co-captain Doug
Romano. Romano went _down
with a knee injury against
Dartmouth five weeks ago.

a familiar face standing just
beyond arms reach in the end zone.
Number 89, tight end Paul
Gorham was just turning around
to face his roommate Stevens,
looking him in the face. Gorham

~:.;w..w:

Paul Gorham (Art llltnan photo)

j,

Denis-Stevens (Artlllman.photo)
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Since Gorham has taken over
the Wildcats have won every game
running the tot-al to five straight
Saturday.
It is said that after you ·live with
someone awhile you begin to take
on the characteristics of that
pers~n. Stevens and Gorham have
taken that theory to the extreme.
Nicknamed "the twins" by their
teammates the Hubbard hall
residents both stand over six feel
tall and weigh over 200 pounds
apiece. They both share an easygoing manner and curly red hair.
"We do everything together,"
Gorham said. "We look and talk
alike and we seem to have nickeci
up each other's mannerisms. In
fact, people have to turn around
when we_ta!~ _to see if it's Denis or

me speaking."
"We hit it off right away when
Paul was a freshman in our dorm,"
Stevens said. "We decided to move
in together this year. He comes
down to my hometown
(Newburyport, Massachusetts) all
the time with me."
Stevens had ignored his
roommate during the first half as
his main target was split end Frank
Keough.
Keough caught three of Stevens'
four first half completions for 111
yards, including an 84 yard
touchdown bomb that Stevens
heaved f-ifty yards in the air against
the wind.
"Denis threw the ball a long
way," Keough said. "I had my guy

•
tourney
Volleyhallers go 4-2 1n
URI

UNH

56-184

52-187

13

First Downs
Rush•ng
Passing
Passing Yards
Return Yards
Total Yards

5-11 • 1

76

17

,.·

11 ..31 ;,()

129
260
6-3
7-45
7-36.4

Fumbles/lost
Penalties/Yards
Punts/Avg.

227
59
414
4.3

8-69
8-31.5

Scoring Summary
(UNH)
Quinn, 5 yard run (foster kick)
.
_.
(UNH)
Stevens, 1 yard run {kick failed)
(URI)
Caizzi. 7 yard pass from lynch (Gµerr.•er9~i<;~f
(UNH)
Keough, 84 yard pass from Stevens {kiclffaH~d)
(URI)
Holden, 32 yard pass from Lynch {kick failed) ·•-·
(URI)
Lynch, 6 yard run (Guerriero kick}
(UNH)
Foster, 21 yard field goal
(URI)
Rodgers, 8 yard run (Rocfgers 2 point conversion}
(UNH)
Safety, Guerriero tackled in end zone\
..
(UNH)
Gorham, 1 yard pass from Stevens (F<'>ster. kic~}
Passing
Stevens (UNH)
Lynch {URI)
Grimsich (URI)

Att. Comp. lnt.

31
10
1

·5
·O

Pass Receiving
Keough (UNH)
Gorham (UNHi
Hofden (URI)

No.

Yards

5

134

4
2

65

Rushing
Shaw (URI)
Quinn (UNH)
Collins (UNH)
Caiz:zi (URI)
Rodgers (URI)
Calkins {UNH)
Stevens (UNH)
Flori (URI)

Att. Yards
26 114
26
92
14
42

Punting
Guerriero (URI)
Calkins (UNH)
LeClerc (UNH)

No . Yards ·• Avg.
7 c 255 36.4

11

48

1

37

16

36

4

6
4

7
1

0
1

0
TO

1.
1
1
TD

0
1
0

22

0
1
0

19

0.

21

1

222 ·31.7
30 30.0

By Boston Neary
Momentum shifts quickly in
volleyball. So quickly in fact, that
a matter of hours can create a
drastic change of events.
A disasterous opening night
produced two UN H losses in the
UnivenJty of. Rhode Island
tournament over the weekend, but
yielded to a profitable four win day
on Saturday and ultimately, the
consolation championship, with a
big victory over Temple.
Overall, the 'Cats finished ninth
in the 16 team field. Delaware, a
pre-tourney favorite despite its
Division II -status, swamped a
towering Rutgers squad for the
tournament championship.
George Washington University
and Providence College rounded
out the top three f,inishers.
The Wildcats lost to a finely
tuned Delaware squad 4-15, 9-15
and lost for the second time this
season to Southern Connecticut 815, 7-15, prior to Saturday's sweep
of UConn 12-15, 15-11, 16-14,
Central Connecticut, 15-9, 15-7,
-hardhitting H.ofstra 15-8, 15-7,and
highly regarded Temple 15-13, 1511 for the consolation crown.
The 'Cats were pushed into the
consolation bracket after a 1-2
record in pool play ( U Conn was
UN H's. only .win in the pool).
Delaware jumped on the 'Cats in
the opening round. never
relinqui-shing a lead of more than
two points to the 'Cats in either
game, while Southern Connecticut
drilled holes in the UN H defense.
Neither Division I I school allowed

the Wildcats' offense to get
charged up.
"We were dead on Friday
night," explained sophomore Jean
Campanelli. "We just weren't
psyched."
It took a typical UNH-UConn
rivalry to get the Wildcats on the
winning track. The Wildcats have
beaten the Huskies in three of four
meetings this year, none producing
a blow out.
,.,
Connecticut took an early four
point lead in the first game before
Karen Baird served up a couple of
smokers, while teammate Linda
"Lu" Martello added the big hits at
the net. The squads battled evenly
until the 12 point mark, when
UConn found open floor for the
win.
·
Facing an 8-1 defecit in the
second game, Martello served
three straight, with Baird adding
the punch at the net. The Wildcats
caught the Huskies at 11 when
senior Ellen Grant iced the win

.scoring _
Hesler, Carla
Murtagh, Cheryl

Haroutes, Gabrielle
Modini, Donna
Greene. Janet
Leary.Laurie. McWillia-ms, Joan
· Sauchuk, Cathy
Lagc.}sse, Laurie

Win.

Central Connecticut and
Hofstra were systematically put
away, not only by the sound setting
· of Karen Beardsley and the hard
hitting of Rauscher's southpaw
punch, but with a long practiced
play in which the left front and
center front switch positions to
confuse defensive blockers.
Temple racked up early game
kads, but could not shut down the
UN H offense.
The 4-2 tournament upped the
Wildcat's record to 26-12. The
volleyballers will travel to New
Haven to play Southern and
r·entral Connecticut on S~turday.

Goals Assis Points
7
17
10
6
10
16

6
3
5

3

9

5

8

1

6

1

4
2
O

4
3

1

0

1

0

·2

Games · Minutes
8aJducci, Robin_ 13
525
Gra,n.::_Debr~
7 __ 12
4.55

,Goalkeeping

with a quick spike down the middle
and the final point.
· UConn jumped to a 14-10 lead,
in the deciding game, but stalwart .
defense by freshman Cathy
Burmeister and Ellen Grant
quieted the H uskie attack. Clutch
senior Iris Rauscher contributed
the final six serves for the match

2

Goals

Saves

5

67

3

55

Save % G A Ave.
.931
.948

.66
.46

~---------------~
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Sports
Wildcats nip Rams
with broken play
By Bill Nader
One yard sepatated victory from defeat. UNH trailed the
University of Rhode Island, 28-24, with no timeouts remaining and
the game seconds away from expiration.
Quarterback Denis Stevens hustled the UNH offense to the line of
scrimmage with the intention of throwing the ball out of bounds to
ston the clock.
'.'The~e was_ no receiver on the right side,'· Stevens explained."So I
said wait a minute here, I might get called tor intentional grounding
if I throw it out of bounds."
Instead, he improvised. The clock read 0:05 when Stevens found
his roomate, tight end Paul Gorham, standing directly m tront of
him and just beyond the goal line.
"I just about handed it to him," Stevens said.
"I took two steps and turned around," Gorham said. "Nobody hit
me. I think they (URI) heard Denis say he was going to throw it out
of bounds and they were probably just as surprised as I was."
It was UNH's second broken play touchdown of the afternoon
and provided the Wildcats with a sensational 31-28 victory win over .
URI here Saturday.
"This was the best win l'veeverexperienced,"said UNH defensive
end Steve Hirons. "I was amazed."
UNH led at halftime, 19-7, before the Rams converted excellent
field position into three touchdowns and a 28-22 lead with 3:52 left in
the game.

Scoreboard, .see page 19
After a UNH drive ended on downs at the URI 20 yard line, the
Rams moved the ball four yards in three plays before lining up in
punt formation.
But instead of punting into the wind. URI's kicking specialist
Ralph Guerriero retreated 24 yards into his own end zone and
downed the ball for a safety.
"I did not feel the two points were critical because the chance of
them kicking an extra point if they were to score a touchdown to tie
the game was extremely good," said URI head coach Bob Griffin. "I
didn't want to punt the ball into the wind because the ball was
bouncing back."
Griffin instructed Guerriero to kick the ball off the tee instead of
punting on the free kick from the URI 20 that followed the safety.
Guerriero whistled his first attempt out of boundS- and after he
backed the tee up five yards, he drilled a low blast that Tom Calkins
gathered in at the Ram 45 and returned to the 33.
UN H took over with I :41 remaining, trailing 28-24. Stevens threw
three incompletions before hitting Gorham across the middle for a
critical 20 yard gain.

FOOTBALL, page eight
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UNH senior defensive end Keith Reynolds unloads on URI quarterback Terry Lyne_. after
beatingfreshmanMarkShepard (75). (Artlllmanphoto)
:

Stickwomen beat UMass, top seed in regionals
By Jackie MacMullan
- The UNH field hockey team is
# I in the Eastern Region. That's
what the Regional Committee
decided yesterday. And that's what
the Wildcats proved last week with
a big · 2-1 victory over second
ranked U Mass Friday and a 3-1
thrashing of Bridgewater State
Saturday.
In the Bridgewater game.
speedster Carla Hesler netted two
goals and Donna Modini scored
the game-winner.
In the scoreless first half it was
the Bears who controlled the run of
play. Karen Croteau and Lisa
,. Vaillancourt had early scoring bids
kicked away by UNH goalie Deb
Cram, who made 11 saves on the
afternoon.
"After the fatigue of the UMass
victory, any team would be flat,''
UNH coach Jean Rilling said. "We
talked about it before the game
and we decided we would do·
everything we could not to let that
happen to us."
"In the first ten minutes, I
thought, oh, it has happened," she
continued, "but at halftime I told
them I would not accept a 0-0 tie. If
any team could do it, I knew this
one would come through."
Hesler, the team's leading scorer
with 10 goals and 7 assists, put the
Wildcats in front 4:30 into the
second half on a pass from
freshman wing Laurie Leary.
Bridgewater retaliated at 6: 15
when Croteau beat Cram to the
lower left corner.
The Wildcats waited until a
penalty corner at the midpoint of
the half to strike again.
On the corner. Cheryl
Murtagh's drive hit the post and
deflected out to Joan Mc Williams.

Bear goalie Kathy McCallion cut
off the angle on Mc Williams' shot
but M odini got her stick on the ball
and stuffed it home and UNH was
ahead to stay.
Hesler tallied the third insurance
goal on an unassited breakaway.
McCallion, who st'opped 17 shots,
had no chance on the play.
The highlight of the UN H
season came Friday when the

Wildcats handed UMass its first
loss on the season in Amherst.
Playing a different style of hockey
and assigning different duties to
her personnel, Rilling" gambled"
on a new . technique that she
claimed to be a "sure bet".
"We kne;w we couldn) beat
U Mass unless we played a total
game, not just a good half, so we
played hard for 70 minutes and

never let them get into the game,"
she said.
Modini put the 'Cats up 1-0 just
4:30 into the game on a pass from
Murtagh. The Minutewomen were
held to five shots on UNH goalie
Deb Cram as the Wildcats defense
kept U Mass from penetrating.
Cathy Sauchuk shined
defensively for UN H as she
effectively shut down U Mass high

scorer Judy Strong for most of the
afternoon.
"Because in this game we had
assigned duties. Cathy was mainly
responsible for Strong," explained
R _iiting. "She did an outstanding
job and at the same time was able
to help us at midfield as well.·•
Murtagh gave UNH a 2-0
cushion I0:45 into the second half.
The senior tri-captain took a pass
· from Leary and drove it home
from the top of the circle.
Strong finally did put U Mass on
the board at 17:20 of the half.
"You can't do anything about
corners, .. Rilling argued. "<;:'heryl
· (Murtagh) felt she stopped the ball
on the goal mouth anyway but it
was ruled a goal so we go by that.··

Field Hockey stats
see page 19

UNH's leading scorer, Carla Hesler (6), beats Bridgewater goalie Kathy McCallion 08) in
Saturday's, 3-1 win. (Nancy Hobbs photo) - ·
.

The UNH victory ("the most
exciting game I've ever been
involved in·· said Leary), assured
the Wildcats the top seed in the
tournament. UN H will face off
against Harvard University Friday
at I :00. The winner of that game
will face the winner of the
Springfield Vs. Yale match on
Saturday.
"The U Mass win was no fluke:
we could have beaten anyone· that
day." claimed Rilling. "These kids
just don't get nervous. We have
been up against pressure all season
so there won't be any more at the
regionals. They like pressure. They
can handle it."
The Wildcats finish up their
regular season today against
Northeastern Universitv and then
it is on to Springfield where U ~ H
will try t0 gain its first shot at the
~ati0nal T0urnamcnt.

